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Executive summary
The value of horticulture produce in Western Australia (WA) at the wholesale level, has been 
calculated by DPIRD to be $1.49 billion, a 76 per cent difference from the value quoted by ABS, who 
reports the value to be $846 millionA. 

The direct and indirect contribution to the economy from 
produce grown by WA horticulture industries increases to 
$3.03b when it moves along the supply chain to reach the end 
consumer in WAB. This increase results from the addition of 
storage, packaging, transport and other inputs. 

Jobs created on-farm by WA horticulture, the majority of 
which are in regional communities, are estimated to be 
14,520 during peak season (ABARES) making horticulture a 
significant employer in agriculture in Western Australia. 

This study calculates more reliable estimates on the area, 
volume, and value of horticulture production in the WA across 
production regions. 

The results presented refer to a period during which the 
industry was affected adversely by COVID-19, with labour 
shortages, supply chain interruptions and freight issues. So, 
whilst the information may not be typical, it is the most recently 
available and when compared to future studies it will enable 
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic to be calculated. 

Several primary and secondary data sources are compared 
and verified to arrive at a reliable set of information on the 
value of production and its regional distribution. Further 
analysis specific to major industries is conducted to estimate 
the value of horticulture to the state’s economy. 

A Please note that this difference partially comes from the fact that ABS did not report figures on some industries such as blueberries, 
mushrooms, lettuce and pumpkin in 2019-20

B For exported products, end point of sale is assumed to be WA border (that means, FOB price is taken for value calculation)
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Results 
WA horticulture (excluding nuts) is estimated to be grown 
on an area of 45,077 hectares. Of this land, 64% is growing 
fruit, including wine grapes and 33% vegetables and annual 
horticultural crops. 

WA produced $716m worth of vegetables, $638m worth of 
fruits, $117m worth of cut flowers, nurseries and cultivated 
turf and $22m worth of nuts. Although a smaller area of 
production, due to more crops produced per year, vegetables 
make up the highest percentage in terms of value (48%), 
followed by fruits (43%)C. 

Avocados dominate the value of fruit produced in WA 
comprising over 30% ($201.2m) of the value with table and 
wine grapesD a combined value of just under 20% ($123m) 
and apples 10% ($64.5m). Carrots are the major contributor to 
the value of the vegetable industry, comprising 17% ($119.9m) 
of the total value of vegetables.

Fruit and vegetable industries in WA 
The top 10 industries comprise almost 90% of the value of  
the fruit industry. The top 20 fruit industries are shown in  
Figure A. 

The top 10 industries comprise almost 71% of the value of 
vegetables. The top 20 vegetable industries are shown in 
Figure B.

Regional distribution 
More than 90% of the value of the state’s horticulture products 
are produced in only 20 Local Government Areas (LGAs) and 
more than 50% within a 250 km radius of the Perth metropolitan 
area (Wanneroo, Gingin, Harvey, Busselton, Dandaragan, 
Swan, Donnybrook-Balingup, and Kwinana) which for many 
crops, represents the main market or a transit point to export 
markets. Details are shown in Figure C. 

The Shire of Manjimup is the largest production area, 
contributing more than 16% of the total value of horticulture. 
Wanneroo, Gingin and Harvey, have about 10–12% share 
each, and the next three LGAs, Carnarvon, Busselton and 
Dandaragan, have about 6–8% share each.

C Rotation of vegetables, where the same land is used for more than one harvest, may be the reason for vegetables having a higher value 
per production unit than fruits. Similarly, non-bearing fruit trees are also included in the area calculation of fruits.

D Please note, farm gate value is given here for wine grapes.
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Value ($m) and quantity (t) of production

Avocados
• $201.2m
• 32,239 t
• 31.5%

Apples
• $64.5m
• 27,931 t
• 10.1%

Strawberries
• $53.9m
• 8,643 t
• 8.4%

Olives
• $53.4m
• 48,448 t
• 8.4%

Oranges
• $19.8m
• 12,144 t
• 3.1%

Bananas
• $19.6m
• 9,437 t
• 3.1%

Mandarins
• $11.1m
• 5,111 t
• 1.7%

Nectarines
• $10.3m
• 2,931 t
• 1.6%

Plums
• $7.9m
• 2,648 t
• 1.2%

Peaches
• $7.3m
• 1,823 t
• 1.1%

Other citrus
• $10.8m
• 5,385 t
• 1.7%

Cherries
• $5.4m
• 456 t
• 0.8%

Paw- 
paw
• $2.5m
• 784 t
• 0.4%

Apricots
• $1.3m • 192 t • 0.2%

Kiwi 
fruit
• $1.8m
• 387 t
• 0.3%

Mangoes
• $9.2m
• 2,272 t
• 1.4%

Pears
• $9.1m
• 4,888 t
• 1.4%

Table grapes
• $47.3m
• 7,443 t
• 7.4%

Blueberries
• $25.4m
• 1,440 t
• 4.0%

Wine grapes
• $75.4m
• 41,391 t
• 11.8%

Figure A.  Top 20 fruit industries in WA
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Value ($m) and quantity (t) of production

Onions
• $51.4m
• 41,339 t
• 7.2%

Broccoli
• $41.3m
• 11,695 t
• 5.8%

Mushrooms
• $37.3m
• 6,063 t
• 5.2%

Cucumbers
• $32.4m
• 11,113 t
• 4.5%

Melons
• $31.2m
• 24,353 t
• 4.4%

Lettuce
• $31.1m
• 18,733 t
• 4.3%

Seed potatoes
• $27.4m
• 21,887 t
• 3.8%

Capsicum
• $26.1m
• 7,866 t
• 3.6%

Babyleaf – all 
varieties
• $20.3m
• 2,271 t
• 2.8%

Spinach – 
English
• $14.5m
• 2,441 t
• 2.0%

Celery
• $8.0m
• 9,032 t
• 1.1%

Cabbage
• $7.5m
• 11,741 t
• 1.0%

Broccolini
• $5.6m
• 842 t
• 0.8%

Brussel 
sprouts
• $7.6m
• 1,462 t
• 1.1%

Cauliflowers
• $16.6m
• 10,778 t
• 2.3%

Sweetcorn
• $24.1m
• 5,861 t
• 3.4%

Pumpkin
• $23.0m
• 20,359 t
• 3.2%

Carrots
• $119.9m
• 133,895 t
• 16.7%

Potatoes fresh
• $76.4m
• 63,037 t
• 10.7%

Tomatoes fresh
• $60.3m
• 23,734 t
• 8.4%

Figure B.  Top 20 vegetable industries in WA
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Manjimup is an important fruit-producing area, the Busselton 
Margaret River area is an important wine-producing region, 
Carnarvon produces winter vegetables and sub-tropical crops 
and the Pilbara and Kimberley grow vegetable crops in the 
winter months. These areas have favourable climatic, soil and 
water conditions for those crops.

Flow-on effects 
The greatest increase from farm-gate value to consumer 
occurs where grapes are made into, and sold as wine, where 
the value of wine grapes increases by approximately tenfold 
when it reaches the end consumer. The $700m contribution 
from wine sales does not include the benefit coming 
from experiential wine tourism to the state economy. For 
example, wineries are crucial in maintaining Margaret River’s 
position on the tourism map, which creates employment in 
accommodation, retail sales, dining, events, etc in the regional 
economy. 

Further examples of high flow-on effect to the economy from 
horticultural produce is the high value added to potatoes 
processed to produce French fries, and olives harvested to 
produce olive oil.

The comparative values of selected fruit and vegetables at the 
wholesale and final point of sale within Western Australia are 
given in Figures D and E.
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Value in $m
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Figure C.  Value ($m) and share (%) of horticulture production from the top 20 Local Government Areas*

Value ($)
Manjimup $236.3m
Wanneroo $174.9m
Gingin $152.5m
Harvey $147.1m
Carnarvon $112.6m
Busselton $92.6m
Dandaragan $77.3m
Swan $53.4m
Donnybrook-Balingup $47.6m
Kwinana $42.5m
Wyndham-East Kimberley $36.9m
Nannup $35.7m
Augusta-Margaret River $31.5m
Chittering $28.6m
Greater Geraldton $24.4m
Carnamah $19.1m
Kalamunda $19.0m
Broome $16.2m
Armadale $15.3m
Serpentine-Jarrahdale $15.3m

* Some of the leafy vegetable crops grown in Gingin are reported as being grown in Wanneroo. Consequently, the Gingin figure 
is likely to be under estimated and the Wanneroo figure over estimated.
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Figure D.  Final sale value of top 10 fruit along with their wholesale values*
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*The comparison is between farm gate value and final sale value for wine, and olives.
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Figure E. Final sale value of top 10 vegetables along with their wholesale values*
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Anecdotal evidence (with some supporting data) shows that 
consumers prefer local produce to imported. This is due to 
trust in the quality of the produce and a desire to support 
local industry. Therefore, investment in locally produced fresh 
fruit and vegetables has the combined benefits of increasing 
health and wellbeing and contributing strongly to the WA 
economy. 

Past Government investment in horticulture has successfully 
achieved significant outcomes. Examples include the 
Gascoyne Food Bowl7, breeding of the Cripps Pink  
(Pink Lady®)13, Cripps Red (Sundowner) and ANABP 01 
(Bravo® /Soluna®) apple varieties5.

Horticulture can continue to increase its contribution to the WA 
economy, but will require coordinated investment to overcome 
the following constraints:

•  Access to sufficient good quality irrigation water 

•  Access to land in prime horticultural areas

•  Access to quality agronomic and economic information to 
industry to de-risk investment.

•  Market development – Import replacement and access to 
and development of export markets 

•  Research to mitigate and respond to climate change 
impacting traditional horticulture production systems.
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Introduction*

Accurate data on the area, volume and value of horticultural production is crucial for government and 
industry to make informed decisions. Production data is useful to help determine funding priorities for 
research and development, infrastructure and water resource development priorities, education and 
training requirements, policymaking and to improve industry preparedness for biosecurity incursions 
and natural disasters. 

* Most of the data presented here refers to 2020 and COVID-19 adversely affected the production and trade during this year. Hence, the 
information presented here do not reflect a representative year.

However, none of the current data sources (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (ABS), Agricultural Produce Commission 
(APC), Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook)) captures 
comprehensively the true scale or growth in the industry, 
nor its regional distribution. Inaccuracies in ABS data have 
always been acknowledged and there have been several 
efforts to address this at the national level10. ABS significantly 
underestimates horticulture production, even during census 
years (ABS reports detailed data every five years). The level 
of underestimation is clear in export-oriented industries. 

For example, according to the ABS, Western Australia 
produced only 80,901 tonnes of carrots in 2019–20, whilst 
ABS reported that 94,082 tonnes was exported during the 
same period. That means 116% of the production was 
exported, and no production was available for the WA or 
eastern states markets, anecdotal information indicates that 
WA supplies a substantial quantity of carrots to the eastern 
states market. Details on the discrepancies in data sources 
are provided in Appendix A. Frequent crop rotations, mainly in 
the vegetable industry, make it hard to estimate the area using 
land use mapping. 
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The current study attempts to fill this knowledge gap, 
estimating more reliable data on the current situation and 
trends in the industry, its regional presence, and importance 
to the economy. For this purpose, a combination of primary 
(through direct contact with the industry) and secondary 
(published information) data were collated, analysed and 
verified to produce more accurate volume and value of 
production information for the Western Australian horticultural 
industry. Primary data sources included direct survey data 
from the DPIRD industry officers, personal contact with 
industry organisations and derived information from land use 
mapping data and related industry sources. Major secondary 
sources included the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the 
Agricultural Produce Commission, the Australian Horticulture 
Statistics Handbook, Infocado, Carnarvon plantations 
statistics, data from Market West, ABARES statistics and 
reports, news articles and other published reports. 

The report presents information on the area, quantity,  
and value of production of different fruit and vegetable crops 
at a regional and state level. Apart from the wholesale value, 
the final value of the industry is also compiled to estimate the 
direct and indirect contribution of horticulture to the  
state economy.  

This report is divided into two parts. Part one of the document 
details the area, volume, value and regional distribution of 
horticulture production. Part two of the document provides 
information on the direct and indirect contribution of 
horticulture to the State economy.
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Part I   
Area, volume, value and 
regional distribution of 
horticulture

11   
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Methodology
In this study, horticulture is considered to include: fruit, vegetable, nuts, cut flower, turf and 
nursery crops. Irrigated pasture and irrigated broadacre crops are not included in the volume 
and value calculations. 

The following approach was taken in this study:

•  Land use mapping was employed to determine the number 
of hectares of different classes of irrigated agriculture in 
LGAs within the state

•  Tonnages and value of horticultural crops produced in major 
producing LGAs were calculated by assessing information 
from a range of sources. Price data was primarily obtained 
from Perth Market Authority. 

Calculating hectares of irrigated  
agricultural land use in LGAs
Land use data represents a snapshot taken at a particular 
point in time, providing an overview of what crops are being 
produced in an area. The area of different irrigated agricultural 
land use types was calculated using data sourced from 
DPIRD’s Geographic Information Services group. Land use 
mapping has been conducted by GIS staff, viewing aerial 
imagery and holding discussions with regional DPIRD staff. 
This land use mapping was not verified in the field in most 
cases. The land use mapping varied in age and had been 
conducted by a range of staff which can lead to errors/
inconsistencies. In addition, horticultural land use changes, 
particularly for annual crops, where changes can occur 
frequently. Accordingly, this mapping needs to be updated on 
a regular basis. 
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Mapping information supplied by the GIS group was 
augmented and improved upon by DPIRD horticulture staff 
conducting field checking in all major production areas and 
where required, the map linework was updated. This field 
checking was conducted by driving through horticultural 
areas, viewing land uses and making changes to the linework 
using the Field Maps program on a tablet. The GIS group 
incorporated these changes, and a new updated set of land 
use maps was produced. However, field checking was not 
possible at all sites as crops on some properties couldn’t be 
seen from the road. In future land use mapping, the use of 
drones may improve the accuracy of the mapping. 

DPIRD horticulture staff amalgamated the ALUM codes 
(Australian Land Use and Management Classification 
Version 8 (October 2016)14 that were recorded in the land 
use mapping into broad irrigated industry categories (such as 
vegetables, fruit, grapes, irrigated pasture etc). This document 
reports on these broad industry categories. The source data 
was not considered accurate enough to discriminate individual 
crop types (such as apples, pears and stone fruit). 

Calculating volume and value of production
Three main sources of data were used for this exercise: 
Agricultural Produce Commission (2020), Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (2019–20 and 2015–16) and Australian Horticulture 
Statistics Handbook (2019–20). However, none of these data 
sets was found to be completely accurate. Hence, the authors 
went through a series of data verification steps to compare, 
modify and produce a more accurate set of data. Occasionally 
better data from other industry sources were available. 

Data presented here is mainly from 2019–20 and 2020. In 
rare instances, data had to be obtained from the previous ABS 
census, which was in 2015–16. 
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Regional production of horticulture
APC and ABS data were used to produce information on 
the value of horticulture within LGAs. ABS publishes local 
government data only during census years; hence the latest 
available data during this study period was of 2015–16 (cat 
no 7503). APC data classifies production by postcodes. 
These postcodes were converted to Local Government 

Areas with the help of the GIS team in DPIRD. However, in 
some instances, APC data is reported based on the business 
address rather than production location. Hence, APC data 
was verified by discussions with industry officers, cross-
checking against ABS shire allocation and land use mapping. 
Occasionally better data from other industry sources were 
available. For example, more accurate avocado data was 
sourced from Infocado. 

Details on the data collection methodology, including the 
verification steps, are provided in Appendix B. Several experts 
were consulted to verify the accuracy of the data used. A list of 
experts consulted in the analysis is provided in Appendix C.

Users of the data presented in this report should understand 
that despite the validation process described above, the 
figures in this report may contain some inaccuracies. If 
more accurate information is required for specific crops or 
LGAs, it is recommended that more detailed investigations 
be conducted. Limitations of the analysis are provided in 
Appendix D.

14   
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Results and discussion
Part 1 of this study presents information on three components:

1. Updated land use mapping and the number of hectares of 
each land use in the LGAs

2. Tonnages and the value of different horticultural industries 
in WA

3. Value of horticulture for LGAs that produce significant 
amounts of horticultural crops. 

Hectares of irrigated land use in different LGAs
Land use data represents a snapshot taken at a particular 
point in time, providing an overview of what crops are being 
produced in an area. Figure 1 shows an example of the land 
use mapping for the Myalup to Harvey area. The land use 
mapping was used to calculate the number of hectares of each 
land use category in the state. The digital map data is available 
from the DPIRD GIS group. The land use data cannot be 
used to accurately estimate the production per area (yield) of 
each crop as yield per hectare varies greatly from property to 
property and depends on climatic conditions, crop management 
and in the case of perennial crops, the age of the trees. 

WA horticulture (excluding nuts) is estimated to comprise an 
area of 45,077 hectares. Of this, 64% is occupied by fruit, 
including wine grapes and 33% by vegetables and annual 
horticultural crops. 

Details on the distribution of irrigated agriculture area between 
industries and regions are provided in Figure 2.
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Figure 1.  Mapping of irrigated land uses in the Harvey area
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Area (hectares)
5000 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5,000 5,500 6,000 6,500 7,000 7,5001,000 1,500 2,000 2,500

Gingin
Manjimup
Busselton

Augusta-Margaret River
Harvey

Dandaragan
Cranbrook

Plantagenet
Swan

Carnarvon
Wyndham-East Kimberley

Wanneroo
Albany

Broome
Carnamah

Capel
Serpentine-Jarrahdale

Kalamunda
Chapman Valley

Nannup

3,6833,778

5,0062,262

4,066662

3,289

4372,325

1,179 1,266

1,818

1,481

1,242

763687

498 918

776 333 252

611 498

974

781

422

362

264

Vegetables
Fruits* including grapevines
Cutflowers and cultivated turf

Figure 2. Area distribution of horticultural production

*Strawberries are included under vegetables
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Figure 3. Distribution of horticulture by value

Gingin LGA has the largest area under horticulture production 
with a 17% share, followed by Manjimup (16%) and Busselton 
(11%). The top 20 regions comprise 96% of the area of 
horticulture production in WA.

Annual crops such as vegetables are rotated, often with more 
than one crop grown per season, so land use mapping for 
vegetables is very time specific and often less accurate than 
that for perennial crops.

Detailed information on land mapping is provided in Appendix E.

Volume and value of production of horticulture 
industries in Western Australia
The value of WA horticulture is estimated to be $1.49 billion 
at the wholesale level, and it increases to $3.03 billion when it 
reaches the end consumer in Western Australia. 

The value and share of different sectors in the WA horticulture 
industry are shown in Figure 3.

The results presented here refer to a period during which the 
industry was affected adversely by COVID-19, with labour 
shortage, supply chain interruptions and freight issues. A 
comparison of wholesale value derived by this study with 
that of ABS (2019–20) shows that there is a 76% difference 
between the two values (please note that this difference 
partially comes from the fact that ABS did not report figures on 
some industries such as blueberries, mushrooms, pumpkin, 
lettuce in 2019–20). 

Vegetables
$716m

48%

Nuts
$22m
1%

Cut flowers, nurseries 
and cultivated turf
$117m
8%

Fruit
$638m
43%
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Volume and value of production for  
fruit crops
WA ’s fruit industry produces 216,131 tonnes of fruit, with 
a value of $638 million annually. It should be noted that 
wine grapes and olives are traded as wine and olive oil at 
wholesale. The farm gate value of those two industries are 
included in this calculation of wholesale value.

Figure 4 shows the wholesale value of the major fruit crops  
in WA. 

Other major findings

•  Avocados are the highest value fruit crop at $201m, 
comprising 13% of the total wholesale value of horticulture 
and 32% of the total value of fruits in WA. Wine grapes are 
the second largest (12%) fruit industry. 

•  The 10 highest value fruit industries comprise about 90% 
of the total wholesale value of fruit production. The top five 
industries – avocado, wine grapes, apples, strawberries and 
olives comprise 70% of the total value of all fruit industries. 

•  Manjimup is the major fruit production area, comprising 
29% of the state’s total fruit wholesale value.

•  Of total fruit production, only 6% of the total quantity is 
exported overseas.

•  The domestic WA market is the primary consumption 
market for most of fruit crops, except for avocados and 
strawberries. 

•  For avocados, most of the fruit is sent to the east coast of 
Australia, with 1.4% of the total quantity exported. 

•  For strawberries, approximately one-third of the production 
is exported overseas. Supply to the East varies between  
the years.

Detailed information on the 10 most valuable fruit industries in 
Western Australia is provided in Appendix F.
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Value ($m) and quantity (t) of production

Figure 4. Top 20 fruit industries by value

Avocados
• $201.2m
• 32,239 t
• 31.5%

Apples
• $64.5m
• 27,931 t
• 10.1%

Strawberries
• $53.9m
• 8,643 t
• 8.4%

Olives
• $53.4m
• 48,448 t
• 8.4%

Oranges
• $19.8m
• 12,144 t
• 3.1%

Bananas
• $19.6m
• 9,437 t
• 3.1%

Mandarins
• $11.1m
• 5,111 t
• 1.7%

Necatarines
• $10.3m
• 2,931 t
• 1.6%

Plums
• $7.9m
• 2,648 t
• 1.2%

Peaches
• $7.3m
• 1,823 t
• 1.1%

Other citrus
• $10.8m
• 5,385 t
• 1.7%

Cherries
• $5.4m
• 456 t
• 0.8%

Paw- 
paw
• $2.5m
• 784 t
• 0.4%

Apricots
• $1.3m • 192 t • 0.2%

Kiwi 
fruit
• $1.8m
• 387 t
• 0.3%

Mangoes
• $9.2m
• 2,272 t
• 1.4%

Pears
• $9.1m
• 4,888 t
• 1.4%

Table grapes
• $47.3m
• 7,443 t
• 7.4%

Blueberries
• $25.4m
• 1,440 t
• 4.0%

Wine grapes
• $75.4m
• 41,391 t
• 11.8%
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Volume and value of production for  
vegetable crops
WA’s vegetable industry produces 456,484 tonnes of 
vegetables, with a value of $716 million annually. 

The major vegetable crops produced in WA are given in 
Figure 5. 

Other major findings

•  Carrots comprise 17% of the WA vegetable wholesale value 
and 8% of the total horticulture value.

•  Ware potatoes comprise 11% of the wholesale value of 
vegetables. If all three types of potatoes are combined 
(ware, processing and seed), the potato industry comprises 
15% of the total vegetable industry by value.

•  The 10 most valuable vegetable industries comprise 71% 
of the total value of all vegetable industries in Western 
Australia.

•  The domestic market is the major consumption market for 
most WA-produced vegetables, except carrots.

•  74% of carrot production is exported, and the rest is 
consumed in WA and the Eastern States.

•  Four LGAs produce 62% of the total vegetables by value. 
(Harvey 20%, Wanneroo 18%, Gingin 13%, Carnarvon 
11%).

Detailed information on the 10 most valuable vegetable 
industries in Western Australia is provided in Appendix G.
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Value ($m) and quantity (t) of production

Onions
• $51.4m
• 41,339 t
• 7.2%

Broccoli
• $41.3m
• 11,695 t
• 5.8%

Mushrooms
• $37.3m
• 6,063 t
• 5.2%

Cucumbers
• $32.4m
• 11,113 t
• 4.5%

Melons
• $31.2m
• 24,353 t
• 4.4%

Lettuce
• $31.1m
• 18,733 t
• 4.3%

Seed potatoes
• $27.4m
• 21,887 t
• 3.8%

Capsicum
• $26.1m
• 7,866 t
• 3.6%

Babyleaf – all 
varieties
• $20.3m
• 2,271 t
• 2.8%

Spinach – 
English
• $14.5m
• 2,441 t
• 2.0%

Celery
• $8.0m
• 9,032 t
• 1.1%

Cabbage
• $7.5m
• 11,741 t
• 1.0%

Broccolini
• $5.6m
• 842 t
• 0.8%

Brussel 
sprouts
• $7.6m
• 1,462 t
• 1.1%

Cauliflowers
• $16.6m
• 10,778 t
• 2.3%

Sweetcorn
• $24.1m
• 5,861 t
• 3.4%

Pumpkin
• $23.0m
• 20,359 t
• 3.2%

Carrots
• $119.9m
• 133,895 t
• 16.7%

Ware potatoes
• $76.4m
• 63,037 t
• 10.7%

Tomatoes fresh
• $60.3m
• 23,734 t
• 8.4%

Figure 5. Top 20 vegetable industries by value
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Value of horticultural production from different 
Local Government Areas
Value of horticultural production at a disaggregated level, can 
help the LGAs identify the importance of different fruits and 
vegetables in the local economy. 

This situation statement provides information on the location 
and value of horticulture in Western Australia. Much of WA’s 
horticultural production is within a 250 km radius of the Perth 
metropolitan area (Wanneroo, Gingin, Dandaragan and 
Harvey LGAs), which for many crops represents the main 
market or a transit point to export markets. Manjimup in the 
South West is a vital fruit-producing area; the Busselton 
Margaret River area is an important wine-producing region, 
Carnarvon produces winter vegetables and sub-tropical crops 
and the Pilbara and Kimberley produce vegetable crops in the 
winter months. Five LGAs; Manjimup (16%), Wanneroo (12%), 
Gingin (10%), Harvey (10%) and Carnarvon (8%), each 
produces more than $100 m worth of horticultural products, 
while Manjimup produces over $200 m worth of horticultural 
produce. These areas have favourable climatic, soil and 
water conditions for those crops. Manjimup has 29% of the 
total value of fruits and Harvey has 20% of the total value of 
vegetables. 

Figure 6 shows the value of horticultural production for the top 
20 LGAs in Western Australia.

Detailed information on the type of crops produced in the 
top eleven LGAs is provided in Appendix H. Information 
is provided for the following LGAs; Manjimup, Wanneroo, 
Gingin, Harvey, Carnarvon, Busselton, Dandaragan,  
Swan, Donnybrook-Balingup, Kwinana and Wyndham-
East Kimberley. Some of these areas are under land-use 
development pressure and strategies need to be developed to 
secure production areas.
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Value in $m
$50m$0m $100m $150m $200m $250m

Manjimup
Wanneroo

Gingin
Harvey

Carnarvon
Busselton

Dandaragan
Swan

Donnybrook-Balingup
Kwinana

Wyndham-East Kimberley
Nannup

Augusta-Margaret River
Chittering

Greater Geraldton
Carnamah

Kalamunda
Broome

Armadale
Serpentine-Jarrahdale

16%

12%

10%

10%

8%

6%

5%

4%

3%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Value ($)
Manjimup $236.3m
Wanneroo $174.9m
Gingin $152.5m
Harvey $147.1m
Carnarvon $112.6m
Busselton $92.6m
Dandaragan $77.3m
Swan $53.4m
Donnybrook-Balingup $47.6m
Kwinana $42.5m
Wyndham-East Kimberley $36.9m
Nannup $35.7m
Augusta-Margaret River $31.5m
Chittering $28.6m
Greater Geraldton $24.4m
Carnamah $19.1m
Kalamunda $19.0m
Broome $16.2m
Armadale $15.3m
Serpentine-Jarrahdale $15.3m

Figure 6. Value of horticultural production in top 20 LGAs in WA*
* Some of the leafy vegetable crops grown in Gingin are reported as being grown in Wanneroo. Consequently, the Gingin figure is 

likely to be under estimated and the Wanneroo figure over estimated.
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Part II   
Direct and indirect 
contribution of horticulture 
to the state’s economy

27   
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Flow-on effects 
The previous section discussed the wholesale value of horticulture in the regions of Western Australia. 
A high flow-on benefit11 from WA horticulture industries emphasises the importance of resource 
allocation based on the real contribution to the state economy. 

Approaches adopted (to estimate the final sale value) were 
different between the industries based on the level and type 
of processing prevailing. Specific analysis related to the level 
of processing were conducted for wine, olives and potatoes. 
For other industries, processing is assumed to be minimal 
outside of the food industry. The method adopted to estimate 
the final value of horticulture for different industries is detailed 
in Appendix J.

The value of horticulture is estimated to increase from  
$1.49 billion at the wholesale level to $3.03 billion when it 
reaches the end consumer. This is horticulture’s total (direct 
and indirect) contribution to the state economy. Fruit have 
the highest share in final sale value at 55%, followed by 
vegetables at 38%, nurseries cut flowers and cultivated 

A value chain analysis11 is needed to estimate the ‘value 
added’ (direct contribution) or the real contribution of the 
industry to the economy. However, estimating value-added 
contribution requires updating the old value chain models 
(where available) and constructing new ones. Value chain 
models require comprehensive data on the full supply chain, 
especially in horticulture, which has a number of different 
industries. Accordingly, the current analysis is limited to 
estimating the final sale value of the horticulture industry, 
which is the direct and indirect contribution to the economy. 
An explanation of these terminologies are provided in 
Appendix I.
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turf at 5% and nuts at 1%. The value estimated here is the 
immediate flow-on effect within the supply chain from farm to 
the end consumer within Western Australia. 

The final sale value of the top 10 fruit and vegetables 
compared to their wholesale value is given in Figures 7 and 8.

The flow-on effect described above includes only the impact 
throughout the supply chain; that is the benefit to the economy 
when the product moves from farm to the end consumer. It 
doesn’t include the effect on other service industries, which are 
usually located in the local rural community. Examples include:

•  Accommodation for backpackers who provide seasonal 
labour

•  Sales in local shops

•  Agricultural inputs — farm supply and irrigation companies

•  Construction of new houses and accommodation for the 
staff on horticultural properties or nearby towns.
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Avocados
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Olives Apples Strawberries
Table

grapes
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grapes Blueberries Bananas Oranges Mandarins
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*The comparison is between farm gate value and final sale value for wine, and olives.

Figure 7.  Final sale value of top 10 fruit industries along with their wholesale values*
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Potatoes
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Potatoes
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Tomatoes
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0
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113.5

51.4

71.1

41.3
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37.3

58.6

32.4

50.8

4.3

49.9

31.1

49.1

31.2

46.8

*The comparison is between farm gate value and final sale value for processing potatoes.

Figure 8.  Final sale value of top 10 vegetable industries along with their wholesale values*
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Role of the retail sector
Benefits to the WA economy is high when the product goes 
through the retail sector. This indicates considerable benefit 
to the local communities in activities such as employment 
to retail staff. In this context, it is to be noted that local 
consumption is high when the product is locally produced. 
Consumers tend to consume less when the product is 
imported, probably because of the price and quality factors. 

November to May is the table grape production period 
for WA. Imports fill the supply gap from June to October. 
Production peaks from January to April, continue up 
to May, and starts again in November. During the 
third quarter (June to September), there is no local 
production, and consumption is fully met by imports 
from overseas. A quick estimate of the average monthly 
consumption of grapes revealed that consumption 
during the WA production period is 640 tonnes per 
month, while it is almost half at 331 tonnes per month 
during the imported period. The difference would 
likely be greater than this if we could obtain the exact 
consumption figures for the peak production period. 
This confirms that consumption will not be the same for 
imported products, and local production can increase 
consumption. Details for this calculation are provided in 
Appendix K.

The average monthly consumption statistics for the table 
grape industry are given as an example below. 

A few aspects regarding horticultural processing in WA are 
provided in Appendix L.
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Comparison of horticulture with other 
agricultural industries 
The horticulture sector has experienced significant expansion over the past decade in 
avocados, citrus, table grapes, truffle and vegetable production. 

There is the potential for further growth; however, there are 
several constraints that need to be addressed:

•  Access to sufficient good quality irrigation water 

•  Access to land in prime horticultural areas

•  Access to quality agronomic and economic information to 
industry to de-risk investment 

•  Market development – import replacement and access to 
and development of export markets

•  Research to mitigate and respond to climate change 
impacting traditional horticulture production systems 

High input-output system
The following section demonstrates that horticulture as 
compared to most other types of agriculture is a high value 
industry that punches above its weight in terms of return per 
hectare, employment and irrigation use efficiency. This is often 
not adequately acknowledged and Government resources 
to assist in the development of the industry are not allocated 
appropriately to assist the expansion of horticulture. 

Compared to broadacre farming, horticulture is a high  
input/ high output farming system. Inputs of labour, fertilisers 
and chemicals are considerably higher than for broadacre 
crops and irrigation infrastructure needs to be installed, unlike  
rain-fed systems. The return per hectare is usually an order of 
magnitude higher than for broadacre cropping and grazing. 
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Estimates of labour requirement 
Horticulture employs a large number of workers as many 
farming activities cannot be mechanised. The amount of 
labour required on horticultural properties varies considerably 
depending on crop type and production system. For example, 
crops such as carrots, onions and potatoes can be sown and 
harvested with machines; however, crops such as strawberries 
and blueberries are very labour intensive as they need to be 
picked by hand at regular intervals over an extended period. 
Often the labour required for packing is similar to or greater 
than the labour needed in the field for picking.  

Workers on horticultural properties are required all year round, 
but for many crops, work is seasonal in nature, particularly for 
fruit crops that have distinct harvest and pruning seasons.  

In 2021 the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics (ABARES) conducted the ABARES Horticulture 

labour force survey. Table 1 shows the ABARES employment 
numbers for horticulture and broadacre farming in Western 
Australia. Data were collected monthly by ABARES, and the 
figures reflect seasonal demand with ‘Low’ being the month 
with the lowest labour employed and ‘High’ being the month 
with the highest labour required. The data ABARES collected 
for horticultural employment in WA and across Australia 
was significantly higher than that from the ABS. ABARES 
notes, “the ABS labour force survey only accounts for the 
Australian resident civilian population and is, therefore, an 
underestimate of total agricultural employment due to the 
significant number (>35,000) of overseas workers employed on 
farms”. According to ABS which collects employment statistics 
quarterly, in 2020/21 horticulture employed 7,254 during its 
lowest employment quarter and 11,535 during its highest 
employment quarter (ABS cat no. 6291), which suggests that 
ABS underestimates employment numbers by 12% to 31%. 

Table 1. Horticulture and broadacre employment numbers in WA*
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Low High Low High Low High 
Horticulture     11,020 14,520 10,520 13,180
Broadacre ** 17,210 24,840         

Source: ABARES

*  Note the average number of Working holidaymakers and Pacific Australia Labour Mobility visa holders was 977 lower per month in 2020/21 
compared to 2019/20 because of COVID-19 travel restrictions.  

** Includes Part time workers
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Other publicly available data sources also have limitations 
on coverage and detail, as outlined in “Australian agricultural 
workforce: Stocktake of data sources15.” 

Figure 9 shows the labour requirements, yields and 
income per hectare for two horticultural crops and wheat. 
This information demonstrates horticulture’s potential to 
employ people in regional areas and increase the economic 
sustainability of rural communities. 

Situation analysis of horticulture in Western Australia
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Figure 9. Comparison of horticultural industries and wheat
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Benefits to regions 
Broadacre farms are getting bigger and becoming more 
mechanised and hence require fewer workers. This has 
resulted in the population of many Wheatbelt towns declining. 
The two Case Studies outlined below show that where 
horticulture has been established in broadacre regions, it can 
result in significant benefits to regional communities.

Case Study 1
A 150-hectare mango and citrus orchard with a 1.8 GL/
annum water allocation at Dandaragan employs seven 
full-time staff and, in the harvest and pruning season 
over 30 backpackers. Previously this 700 ha broadacre 
cropping property supported one family. This property 
and the other two large orchards in the Moora area 
provide a significant boost to the economy of Moora.

Case Study 2
One hundred hectares of cereal growing land near 
Geraldton is now used to grow greenhouse cucumbers 
and other greenhouse crops. This 100 ha produces 
crops worth over $20 million annually, employs many 
hundreds of people and uses around 1.5 GL/annum of 
water. One hundred hectares of wheat with a yield of  
3 tonnes per hectare and a value of $350 per tonne has 
a total value of only $105,000.
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Water use efficiency for different crops 
and water availability for horticulture 
A drying climate and competing water uses is resulting in water for irrigation becoming limiting in 
the South West of Western Australia. 

The dollar returns per megalitre of water used (water use 
efficiency) from horticulture is significantly greater than that 
of irrigated pasture or fodder crops (Table 2). There are 
significant areas of irrigated pasture and fodder crops grown 
in the WA. Trading in water should over time result in water 
moving to the highest value user. In the Ord Irrigation Area, 
significant amounts of water are being used for lower value 
crops due to the lower risk profile, shortage of labour supply 
chain and problems exacerbated by extreme conditions for 
highly perishable goods. 

Though further Research and Development (R&D), there is 
an opportunity to determine suitable horticultural crops and 
investigate the use of marginally saline water from Wellington 
Dam and other sources. 

A drying climate and competing water uses is resulting in 
water for irrigation becoming limiting in the South West of 
Western Australia, an ideal climate for the majority of the 
production of fruit and vegetables in the state. Water is fully 
allocated in many groundwater areas and surface water 
catchments. Decline in rainfall, and therefore recharge 
into the Gnangara groundwater mound, has resulted in the 
water regulator – Department of Water and Environmental 
Regulation (DWER) reassessing water allocations in the 
Wanneroo area and adjusting them to a sustainable drawn 
– to counter falling water tables and mitigate impacts on 
the environment. If horticulture is to continue its expansion 
contributing to creation of jobs and support of regional 
communities, it is crucial that industry has access to good 
quality, affordable irrigation resources. 
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Table 2. Water use efficiency for a range of irrigated land uses in the Perth Region
Season Yield 

(T/ha) 
Price per 
kilogram 

($/kg)

Value 
($/ha)

Irrigation 
applied 
(ML/ha)

Water use 
efficiency 

($/ML)
Carrots Summer 55 0.89 48,950 11** 4,450
 Winter 55 0.89 48,950 5** 9,790
Tomatoes drip irrigated Summer 108 2.54 274,320 12** 27,432
Stone fruit  20 3.53 70,600 8 8,825
Avocado  15 6.24 93,600 17 5,506
Wine grapes  8 1 8,000 3 2,667
Table grapes  12 6.36 76,320 5 15,264
Fodder crops (lucerne)  20 0.3 6,000 11 545
Maize for pit silage*  Summer  25.3  0.14 (dry matter) 34,910 5.2 672

* 2018, cost of production (not sales price), Source Dairy Australia 
** Grown on sandy soils where irrigation requirements are greater

The Land and Water Development Group in DPIRD has an 
important role in identifying and developing new fit-for-purpose 
water resources.
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Government investment   
Horticulture has the potential to increase farm 
profitability in regional WA, develop export-focused 
businesses and significantly increase the population  
in specific rural communities.  

Past Government investment in horticulture has successfully 
achieved these outcomes. Examples include the Gascoyne 
Food Bowl7 breeding of the Cripps Pink (Pink Lady®)13, Cripps 
Red (Sundowner) and ANABP (Bravo®)5 apple varieties. 

There are significant opportunities for the expansion of 
horticulture in WA. Together with industry, land with available 
groundwater and suitable soils should be identified, agronomic 
packages developed, coupled with economic analysis to attract 
investors particularly for export or import replacement crops. 
In addition, existing high value production areas that cannot be 
replaced should have adequate measures put in place to avoid 
their loss and fragmentation as a result of development.
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Conclusions and insights   

The annual wholesale value of horticulture production 
from WA is approximately $1.49 billion, and the final sale 
value is $3.03 billion. Information from this study highlights 
the value of horticulture and the ability of this sector to 
increase state revenue and employ people in the regions.  

Production appears to be concentrated at the industry 
level where approximately 70–90% of fruit and vegetable 
production comes from the top 10 industries. Similarly, 
approximately 90% of the produce is from 20 LGAs at 
the regional level. However, this is a snapshot of current 
production and distribution; emerging industries may not 
necessarily locate in these areas. Regularly updating this 
information will provide a better level of understanding of 
the scale and distribution of production, which can help 
in R&D allocation and infrastructure planning, including 
the development of transport facilities.

Land use maps and production data become dated as  
old crops are removed and new crops are planted. Production 
tonnages and the value of production data vary annually.  
These data sets need to be updated regularly to show industry 
trends. Investigation and development of machine learning 
to produce easily interrogated land use and crop production 
mapping is an opportunity to improve the efficiency of data 
collection.
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The horticulture industry has a comparatively high flow-on 
benefit and employment potential even without substantial 
processing. Ensuring domestic production to satisfy the 
domestic demand is crucial to maintain these flow on benefits 
because the same fruit and vegetable consumption level is not 
guaranteed with imported products. With the high level of flow 
on benefit realised by substantial processing, there is a strong 
rational for the government investment in food manufacturing 
based on local production. Updating the value chain models 
(to estimate the direct contribution to the economy) and 
multipliers at more disaggregated levels would increase 
the resolution and accuracy of these insights into the 
benefits to the whole of economy.

Given that water availability is a significant physical limitation 
to the expansion of horticulture in Western Australia, it is 
important that a state-wide and significant effort to 
improve irrigation and water use efficiency is made for 
irrigated crops. In the coming years, as water becomes more 
limiting, it is likely that horticulture will have to consider using 
marginally saline water, as many other countries in the  
world do.  

Horticulture has the potential to increase farm profitability 
in regional WA, develop export-focused businesses and 
significantly increase the population in rural communities.  

There are currently significant opportunities for the expansion 
of horticulture in WA if based on export growth and import 
replacement, however growing domestic demand may lead to 
increased production being used to supply domestic needs. 
Identification of locations with both existing available 
groundwater and suitable soils, together with new areas 
for land and water development to meet the future demand 
for food is required. 

Investment to partner with industry in R&D activities for 
new industries, including agronomic packages, value chain 
development and economic analysis to attract investors, 
particularly for new and export crops may result from a 
greater understanding of land and water opportunities. 
Supporting the Streamline WA initiative to reduce the 
regulatory burden and the cost to doing business may 
also accelerate private investment in Western Australia. 
More investment is expected in agriculture sector with the 
development of the specialist  
S&P/ASX Agribusiness index recently, even though the 
current share of agribusiness is very low17.

Repeating this exercise at regular intervals (three-year interval 
is suggested) to develop meaningful insights on trends 
is necessary for further planning around land, water and 
infrastructure requirements. 

With implementation of these recommendations and updates 
this work will be an invaluable resource in future decision 
making for both DPIRD but other agencies.
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Ease of access has led to the Department of Primary 
Industries and Regional Development (DPIRD) to use 
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data to determine the 
value and volume of agricultural production and trade in WA.  

The ABS production figures for horticulture and other 
agricultural crops are gathered through the Rural Environment 
and Agricultural Commodities Survey (REACS), which is run 
annually between the five-yearly Agricultural Census.  
For grains, the ABS system of measuring production works 
well with the ABS production statistics and industry levy 
figures (reported at the first point of sale) being very similar. 
However, for some horticultural crops there are significant 
differences between the ABS and industry levy production 
volume and value statistics. 

There is considerable discrepancy between different 
production data sets for horticultural crops. In addition, the 
Agricultural Produce Commission (APC) and Australian 
Horticulture Statistics Handbook report by calendar years  
and the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) reports by 
financial year. 

Table A1 provides estimates of carrots produced in Western 
Australia from different sources.  

It appears that ABS surveys are not completed, or not 
completed properly by some horticultural producers. 
Underestimating horticultural production leads to a poorer 
understanding of the nature of the industry and possibly to 
underinvestment in the sector by the government. 

Appendix A 
Discrepancies in data sources 
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Table A1. Comparison of 2020 WA carrot production data (tonnes) from alternative sources
Australian Bureau of Statistics
(2019/20)

Agricultural Produce 
Commission 

(2020)

Australian Horticulture  
Statistics Handbook

(2019/20)
80,901 133,895 127,483
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Calculating volume and value of production
Table B1 gives information on the various data sources used and provides commentary on the strengths 
and weaknesses of each source.

Appendix B 
Methodology 

Table B1. Production statistics and limitations of the data
Data source Problems with the source
Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS)

Data is collected via a survey form that is sent to farmers. Many growers do not accurately fill 
in the survey form. For horticultural crops, the volume and value of production can be greatly 
underestimated. LGA-specific information is collected only every five years during the census.  
All industries are not covered. 

Agricultural Produce 
Commission (APC)

Production data is collected at the first point of sale (Wholesale markets, supermarkets and 
exporters). Produce that is sold directly off the farm to shops or roadside trade and to eastern 
states retailers may not be captured. Inaccuracies can occur if large growers pay their levy for 
two or more years in one calendar year. Information is available according to postcodes; however, 
postcodes do not necessarily reflect the production location. Sometimes the postcode relates 
to the growers’ residential address or where the product is packed. For wine grapes, often APC 
information is reported based on the winery or registered business of the producer, rather than 
the LGA where the grapes were grown. 

(Table B1 continued following page...)
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Table B1. Production statistics and limitations of the data
Data source Problems with the source
Canning Vale Wholesale 
Markets

It is estimated that approximately 50% of the total horticultural production is sold through the 
Canning Vale Markets. However, the percentage varies greatly between the industries. For 
example, around 70% of the avocados produced in Western Australia are sold to the eastern 
states, which results in a much lower percentage going through Canning Vale.

Infocado Accurate data is collected for avocados. LGA specific information is not available.

Wines of Australia Information is available based on wine growing regions, and not according to LGAs. Converting 
the regional information to LGAs is difficult as some Wine Grape regions may have a number of 
shires within them. 

Australian Horticulture 
Statistics Handbook

All industries are not covered. LGA specific information is not available. In this study this data was 
used where other sources confirm the published Handbook data.

Carnarvon  
production statistics

Accurate volume and value of production data are available for Carnarvon as the number of 
cartons transported out of Carnarvon is collected by the trucking companies. Data with this level 
of accuracy is not available in other LGAs. 

Land use mapping The number of hectares in each LGA is available for broad industry categories (fruit, vegetables, 
olives, grapes etc.) but not for individual categories (oranges, tomatoes etc.). For fruit crops 
distinguishing between bearing and non-bearing trees is not possible. For vegetables, this 
information does not confirm how many crops are cultivated in a year at that location. 

Personal contacts Personal contacts can be used to estimate the volume and value of production. This source of 
information can be useful for industries with a few big growers such as blueberries, however, it is 
more difficult for industries, such as tomatoes which have many small growers. 
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Further ground truthing of the verified data set was done in this step.

Further verification

Land use mapping Carnarvon  
production statistics

Perth Market  
Authority

News, articles,  
reports

A more acceptable figure for each industry from the three sources was selected from this verification process.

Verification

Data collection and verification steps adopted are illustrated in Figure B1.

Figure B1. Data collection methodology – verification steps

Agricultural Produce 
Commission

Australian Bureau of 
Statistics

Australian Horticulture 
Statistics Handbook

Data from all these three sources is collected for most of the analysed industries. Where data was not available, 
other methods were used for compilation as described in Table B3.

Raw data

Meetings with industry 
organisations

Communication with 
development and research 
officers in the Department

Sending out information 
to Regional Development 

Commissions
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With these steps, a new series of data is produced. Data sources used for the top 10 fruit 
and vegetable industries and the reason for choosing that data are detailed in Table B2.

Table B2. Justification for selection of data source for the 10 most valuable fruit and  
vegetable industries
Fruit Production 

in tonnes
Source Justification

Avocados 32,239 Infocado Infocado data is obtained directly from the industry, accordingly, this is more reliable 
than the ABS survey data or APC data. Industry officers verified the Infocado 
production figure.

Wine 
grapes

41,391 Industry 
survey

APC data reports 45,000 tonnes of wine grapes were produced. ABS shows  
38,073 tonnes. Industry survey data from DPIRD was found to be more accurate, 
as verified by the Wine Project Manager.

Apples 27,931 APC Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook shows approximately 31,000 tonnes of 
apples were produced.
ABS shows 24,000 tonnes. Verification of regional production from the industry 
officers confirmed the figures from APC as being more accurate.

Olives 48,448 Derived 
data

ABS showed only 7,516 tonnes were produced in WA. Derived data sourced from 
the published information from the WA Olive Industry Council plus verification from 
land use mapping and two industry sources were used to determine the estimate.
Please see table B3 for more explanation of the derived data.

Note: All APC figures refer to 2020, Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook 2019–20 and ABS 2019–20, unless otherwise specified.

(Table B2 continued following page...)
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(Table B2 continued following page...)

Table B2. Justification for selection of data source for the 10 most valuable fruit and  
vegetable industries
Fruit Production 

in tonnes
Source Justification

Strawberries  8,643 Australian 
Horticulture 
Statistics 
Handbook

Strawberry production was estimated to be about 5,600 tonnes by both APC and 
ABS. However, 3,570 tonnes were exported from WA in 2019–20 (Source: Global 
Trade Atlas). Additionally, 3,792 tonnes of WA-sourced fruit were sold through 
Market City, of which only 70 tonnes are exported. A simple sum of these two 
figures (less 70) is 7,300 tonnes. Strawberries are supplied by major growers to 
supermarkets directly, and around 60% is supplied to the east coast of Australia.18 
This suggests an underestimation of production figures from all the three sources. 
However, according to the industry sources, supply to the eastern states varies 
between the years.

Table 
grapes

 7,443 APC ABS does not produce data exclusively for table grapes (there is a category for ‘all 
grapes, except wine grapes’). This could potentially include grapes for drying as 
well). The Australian Horticulture Statistical Handbook lists table grape production 
as 5,388 tonnes. The APC figure is more representative of the growth happening in 
the industry, as verified by DPIRD.

Blueberries  1,440 Derived 
data

Only 2015–16 data is available from ABS. In this study, data was derived 
from current plantings and average yield, collected by the WA Berry Industry 
Development Officer.
Please see table B3 for more explanation of derived data.

Note: All APC figures refer to 2020, Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook 2019–20 and ABS 2019–20, unless otherwise specified.
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Table B2. Justification for selection of data source for the 10 most valuable fruit and  
vegetable industries
Fruit Production 

in tonnes
Source Justification

Bananas 9,437 ABS The APC reports production as 4,912 tonnes.
5,126 tonnes were produced from Carnarvon – which came from accurate trucking 
records. 

Oranges 12,144 ABS The APC reports 8,254 tonnes of oranges were produced in WA.  
The Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook reports 9,425 tonnes, and the ABS 
reports 12,144 tonnes. Industry consultation confirmed the ABS 2019–20 figure, as 
it takes into account recent growth in plantings in the Dandaragan/Moora region.

Mandarins 5,111 APC 2020 The ABS reports 4,930 tonnes of mandarins were produced in WA. The Australian 
Horticulture Statistics Handbook reports 3,459 tonnes in 2019–20 and 6,540 tonnes in 
2020–21. That indicates that production almost doubled in one year, which may not be 
realistic. The APC data appears to be more realistic. This was verified by the industry.

Vegetable Production 
in tonnes

Source Justification

Carrots 133,895 APC The Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook reports 127,483 tonnes and ABS 
reports 80,901 tonnes of carrots were produced, which is less than the exported 
quantity of 94,082 tonnes (Source: Global Trade Atlas). Adding WA consumption 
and supply to eastern Australia, the APC figures appear more reasonable. 

Fresh 
potatoes

63,037 ABS  
2015–16 

ABS collect information specifically for fresh potato only during census years. 
The Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook reported the production of 60,397 
tonnes for 2019–20 and 68,081 tonnes in 2020–21. As exports have gone up after 
2015–16 (Global Trade Atlas), the actual value in 2020 may have been higher than 
63,037 tonnes. This figure is verified by the industry.

Note: All APC figures refer to 2020, Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook 2019–20 and ABS 2019–20, unless otherwise specified.

(Table B2 continued following page...)
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Table B2. Justification for selection of data source for the 10 most valuable fruit and  
vegetable industries
Vegetable Production 

in tonnes
Source Justification

Tomatoes 23,734 APC The ABS reports 17,000 tonnes were produced, while the Australian Horticulture 
Statistics Handbook reports 18,000 tonnes were produced. Trucking data from 
Carnarvon shows, that region alone produced 11,000 tonnes while Wanneroo is also 
a major production area. Hence APC appears to be a more realistic estimate. 

Onions 41,339 ABS The APC and the Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook both show production of 
about 27,000 tonnes. Close to 10,000 tonnes are exported (Global Trade Atlas). More 
than 9,000 tonnes went through the whole sale market at Canning Vale (Market West 
data). WA’s share is 14% of national production (Plant Health Australia16). Australia 
produced 258,000 tonnes in 2019, so share of WA would be 36,000 tonnes. The ABS 
data reports that most of the production comes from Harvey LGA, so potentially these 
growers could be surveyed to obtain accurate production figures. Industry sources 
confirmed the production from Harvey. 
ABS data in 2020–21 reported a declined production and reported a figure of just 
above 25,000 tonnes. Hence, the authors contacted ABS to check the accuracy of data 
reported in 2019–20 and the figure was confirmed as accurate for the reported year. 

Broccoli 11,695 Australian 
Horticulture 
Statistics 
Handbook 

The Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook reports production of 11,695 tonnes. 
The APC reports 6,742 tonnes, and the ABS reports 7,658 tonnes (ABS 2015–16 ). 
The ABS did not supply broccoli production data in 2019–20. After 2015–16 there is no 
evidence that production has decreased, in fact exports have increased. (Global Trade 
Atlas). Close to 4,000 tonnes of WA produce were traded only through Canning Vale 
wholesale market in 2020. Accordingly, the Handbook data appears to be the most 
realistic.

Note: APC figures refer to 2020, Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook 2019–20 and ABS 2019–20, unless otherwise specified.

(Table B2 continued following page...)
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Table B2. Justification for selection of data source for the 10 most valuable fruit and  
vegetable industries
Vegetable Production 

in tonnes
Source Justification

Melons 24,353 ABS  
2019–20 

The APC reports the production of about 14,000 tonnes, which appears to be very 
low considering melons include rock and water melons. WA exported 4,261 tonnes in 
2020 and approximately 4,500 tonnes of WA produce was sold through the Canning 
Vale wholesale market. Latest figure from ABS is used and share of different regions 
are taken from ABS 2015–16 . The Carnarvon share was adjusted with Carnarvon 
production statistics.

Mushrooms 6,063 Australian 
Horticulture 
Statistics 
Handbook 

Data was not available from any other sources. The largest producer in WA confirmed 
the production to be similar to that quoted by the Australian Horticulture Statistics 
Handbook.

Lettuce 18,733 ABS  
2015–16 

The APC reports the production of approximately 16,000 tonnes. No evidence 
suggests a decline in lettuce production after 2016, and exports increased by 347% 
between 2016 and 2020 (Global Trade Atlas). The Australian Horticulture Statistics 
Handbook reports head lettuce production of 14,586 tonnes (excluding loose leaf 
lettuce). The ABS figures appear to be more realistic, even though they are not recent.

Cucumbers 11,705 Derived 
data

Please see table B3 for details.

Seed potato 21,887 Derived 
data

Please see table B3 for details.

Note: APC figures refer to 2020, Australian Horticulture Statistics Handbook 2019–20 and ABS 2019–20, unless otherwise specified.
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Table B3. Calculation of production tonnages where derived data was used

 Olives
Number of bearing trees 1,614,944 ABS
Yield per tree 30 kg (Varies between 20 and 50) WA Olive Industry Council
Total production 48,448 t This figure was used
Area of production 4,762 ha Land use mapping
Yield per hectare 10 t/ha Growing olives in Western Australia19

Total production 47,620 t  (This is used for verification)
Share of table olives 2% (5% from this source, however,  

a more conservative figure is taken)
Kailis, S. 202120

Price of table olives $13/kg Market West
Price of olives for oil 0.86/kg Average of the figure from a few large growers.  

Some growers achieve a better price than this.  
Again, this figure is more on the conservative side.

 Blueberries
The productive area  
under blueberries

132 ha Survey data from WA Berry Industry Development Officer

Yield per hectare 11t/ha Estimated by the WA Berry Industry Development Officer 
Total production 1,440 t

* Production was low in 2020 due to labour shortages associated with COVID-19.
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  Mangoes
Production from Carnarvon 1,309 t Carnarvon plantation statistics
Production from Dandaragan, Gingin 
and the South West

557 t Development officer’s contact with growers

Production from West Kimberley 303 t Development officer’s contact with growers
Production from other regions 103 t Development officer’s contact with growers
Total production 2,272 t 

Note: A major grower at Kununurra did a heavy pruning in 2020, resulting in very low production in 2020. Kununurra has a share of about 50% of state 
production in a good year. 

  Seed potatoes
The total area of production 450 ha State seed certification scheme
Average yield 50 t/ha
Marketable production 22,500 t
Reduction in export compared to 2019 613 t This quantity is assumed to get wasted in 2020
Total production 21,887 t

Table B3. Calculation of production tonnages where derived data was used
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  Cucumbers
Value of cucumber production from 
Geraldton

$17,639,384 Report named Current and potential value of horticulture 
production. (not published)

Price of Geraldton cucumber in 2018 $2.91/kg Market West
The tonnage of cucumber from 
Geraldton in 2018

6,061 t

Assuming a 10% increase in 
production from 2018 to 2020

6,668 t

Share of Geraldton in WA production 60% Under 50% from APC, but it appears to not be correct. From the 
reports, Geraldton is the major production area.

Share of other LGAs APC

  Processing potatoes
Production 11,000 t WA Potatoes

Regional production of horticulture
APC and ABS data were used to produce information on the 
value of horticulture within Local Government Areas.

APC data classifies production by postcodes. These 
postcodes were converted to Local Government Areas 
with the help of the GIS team in DPIRD. However, in some 
instances, APC data is reported based on the business 

address rather than the production location. Hence, APC 
data was verified by discussions with industry officers, cross-
checking against ABS shire allocation and land use mapping. 
Other aspects of the verification process are provided under 
the heading “checking the accuracy of the data produced”.

ABS publishes local government data only during census 
years; hence the latest available data during this study period 
was from 2015–16 (cat no 7503). 

Table B3. Calculation of production tonnages where derived data was used
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Wholesale price data
The weighted average price of the products sold through the 
Canning Vale Wholesale Markets was used for this study. On 
average, approximately 50% of the state’s total production 
is sold through the wholesale market. Consequently, Market 
West price data may not be fully representative of prices for 
different grades. Accordingly, some checking with the industry 
on average prices received was conducted. For some less 
important product lines, if prices were not available from 
Market West, half of the Coles online (retail) prices was used 
as a proxy for the wholesale price.

The DPIRD wine industry research officer collected prices for 
wine grapes for different regions by contacting the growers 
personally.

Checking the accuracy of the data produced
•  Data on the 10 highest value fruit and vegetable industries 

was presented to DPIRD staff and industry experts 
and comments on the accuracy of the information were 
gathered. These experts understand the production 
location, volumes and prices received for the industries they 
work with. Details on the discussions with industry experts 
for verification are given in Appendix C. 

•  Land use mapping information was also used for 
verification, mainly for confirming the regional production 
data. For example, if ‘X’ tonnes of table grapes were 

produced from the Swan region according to APC, the area 
required for the production of this quantity was calculated 
using the average yield of table grapes in the Swan region. 
This area figure was then cross-checked with the area of 
table grape production in the Swan Valley from land-use 
mapping. Unfortunately, for some industries, land use data 
were available only at the aggregated level and not a crop 
level. Also, the separation of bearing and non-bearing fruit 
trees and rotations of vegetables are not clear from this 
source. 

•  Relevant data was verified using Carnarvon production 
statistics (2020) and by examining the volume of Western 
Australian grown products as reported through Market 
West. Even though both sources do not represent the 
whole state production, logically, production from the whole 
state should not be less than the WA product sold through 
Market West or production from Carnarvon. Web searches 
and other data sources such as news articles were used to 
validate the data produced. 

•  The one-page summary of production in the top 10 
horticultural producing LGAs was sent to major LGAs, 
asking for feedback and verification.

Even with all these verifications, there are certain limitations, 
as detailed in Appendix D. 
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Land use mapping: Peter Gardiner and Kaitlin Dyer.

Appendix C 
Experts consulted 

Table C1. Experts consulted for fruit and vegetable industries
Fruit
Crop Name Position
Avocados Declan McCauley DPIRD staff

Wine grapes Richard Fennessy DPIRD staff

Apples Kristen Brodison, Steele Jacob DPIRD staff

Strawberries Aileen Reid Strawberry IDO

Table grapes Colin Gordon DPIRD staff

Blueberries Helen Newman WA Berry IDO

Blueberries David Cook DPIRD staff

Mangoes, bananas Tara Slaven DPIRD staff

Bananas, (Carnarvon) Annie Van Blommestein DPIRD staff

Citrus Kevin Lacey DPIRD staff

Citrus Bronwyn Walsh Regional Extension Manager for Western Australia, Hort Innovation

(Table C1 continued following page...)
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Table C1. Experts consulted for fruit and vegetable industries (cont.)
Fruit
Crop Name Position
Olives Steve Milton, Stan Kallis, Frederick von Altenstadt Industry 

Plums Shay Crouch Perth NRM

Prices of produce Inci Humberstone Member services 
manager, Market West

Vegetables
Crop Name Position
Carrots Allan McKay Consultant

Potato (ware and 
processing)

Simon Moltoni Chief Executive Officer, 
WA Potatoes

Seed potato Michael Davies & David Tooke DPIRD staff

Tomatoes Annie Van Blommestein DPIRD staff

Mushroom, truffles Rachelle Johnstone DPIRD staff

Prices of produce Inci Humberstone Member services 
manager, Market West

All vegetables Bryn Edwards Building Horticulture 
Business Capacity 
Program Manager, 
Vegetables WA
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Despite considerable effort being taken to validate the 
information available, there are likely to be errors in the 
information presented. 

•  All the fruit and vegetables listed in the data set of the 
APC and ABS were analysed. This data comprises 28 
categories of fruits and 72 types of vegetables, 100 crops 
in total. There is a category for ‘other vegetables’, but not 
for ‘other fruits’. While there is an extensive list of fruits 
analysed in this report it does not include all the categories 
of fruits produced in Western Australia. Accordingly, the total 
value of the fruit industry included in the report may be an 
underestimate. 

•  The 10 most valuable fruit and vegetable crops were 
verified by talking with industry experts. Verification of 
vegetable industries was not complete because of the lack 
of experienced vegetable industry development staff within 
DPIRD.

•  All minor crop data was sourced from the APC. It is likely 
that the APC figures underestimate the actual value; 
however, it has not been possible to verify this, focusing on 
the more prominent industries.

•  The study used ABS and Australian Horticulture Statistics 
Handbook data from 2019/20 and APC data from 2020 
(calendar year). COVID-19 disrupted production and 
markets in these years, so the results may be somewhat 
atypical of the years immediately before and after this 
period. 

•  Updated figures were not available for some of the product 
lines. The latest information for some industries is from 
2015–16 .

Appendix D 
Limitations of the analysis 
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Hectares of irrigated land uses in  
different LGAs
The land use mapping was used to calculate the number of 
hectares of different categories of irrigated agriculture for 
LGAs within the state (Table E1). 

The total area of irrigated agriculture in the state is  
89,338 ha. Vegetables and annual horticultural crops comprise 
15,037 ha, fruits and nuts 16,691 ha, grapevines 11,997 ha, 
irrigated pasture and fodder 19,037 ha and broadacre crops 
11,122 ha. The Shire of Wyndham East Kimberley has the 
largest area of irrigated crops (22,972 ha) with Manjimup  
(7,973 ha), Gingin (9,494 ha), Harvey (8,225 ha) and 
Busselton (5,724 ha) also having significant areas of  
irrigated land.  

The largest vegetable (and annual horticultural crops) growing 
LGAs are Gingin (3,778 ha), Harvey (2,325 ha), Manjimup  
(2,262 ha) and Dandaragan (1,179 ha).

The largest fruit (and nut) growing LGAs are Manjimup  
(4,298 ha), Gingin (3,449 ha), Dandaragan (1,240 ha), 
Busselton (957 ha) and Wyndham-East Kimberley (918 ha).

The largest grape-producing LGAs are Busselton (3,109 ha) 
and Augusta Margaret River (3,042 ha). 

Appendix E 
Detailed results on land use mapping 
and area calculation 
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Table E1. Hectares of irrigated agricultural land uses for Local Government Areas within Western Australia
Local 
Government 
area

Vegetable 
and annual 

horticultural 
crops*

Fruit  
and nut 
crops

Grapes Turf Floriculture Irrigated 
pasture 

and 
fodder****

Intensive 
animals**

Irrigated 
plantation

Irrigated 
broadacre 
crops***

Irrigated 
land in 

transition

Total

Albany 611 351 147 59 10 92 23 1,292
Armadale 4 262 1 8 18 1 294
Ashburton 1,903 1 1,904
Augusta-
Margaret 
River

148 247 3,042 497 30 36 11 4,011

Beverley 208 2 1 29 239
Boyup 
Brook 38 5 0 43

Bridgetown 60 178 0 23 1 262
Brookton 88 50 21 0 159
Broome 974 59 1 1 0 1,250 14 17 3 250 2,568
Busselton 662 957 3,109 90 611 148 49 98 5,724
Capel 79 344 78 0 533 83 65 1 1,183
Carnamah 781 30 76 2 888
Carnarvon 687 599 164 1 69 0 7 1 284 1,812
Chapman 
Valley 3 60 8 264 4 11 238 588

Cranbrook 534 1,284 62 5 1,885
Dandaragan 1,179 1,240 26 1 180 144 671 3 3,444
Dardanup 8 35 157 3 0 1,288 6 2 1,500
Denmark 2 55 96 5 6 9 172
Derby-West 
Kimberley 8 685 4 137 834
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Table E1. Hectares of irrigated agricultural land uses for Local Government Areas within Western Australia
Local 
Government 
area

Vegetable 
and annual 

horticultural 
crops*

Fruit  
and nut 
crops

Grapes Turf Floriculture Irrigated 
pasture 

and 
fodder****

Intensive 
animals**

Irrigated 
plantation

Irrigated 
broadacre 
crops***

Irrigated 
land in 

transition

Total

Gingin 3 ,778 3,449 234 134 9 1,023 248 377 1 241 9,494
Greater 
Geraldton 134 74 45 9 21 5 289

Harvey 2,325 357 80 9 25 5,288 123 19 8,225
Irwin 33 92 1 133 26 285
Kalamunda 6 335 27 9 7 5 7 396
Kwinana 192 20 0 6 5 1 224
Manjimup 2 ,262 4,298 708 6 43 441 29 187 7,973
Murray 60 101 36 49 0 7 204 2 459
Nannup 129 71 76 1,993 26 2,295
Plantagenet 21 242 1,239 5 63 283 143 1,996
Rockingham 225 28 9 2 92 4 361
Serpentine-
Jarrahdale 101 128 28 114 86 91 369 8 925

Swan 134 317 925 76 40 3 228 60 1,783
Wanneroo 776 319 13 131 121 3 59 9 46 1,478
Waroona 5 14 227 1 1,077 55 1 1,381
Wyndham-
East 
Kimberley

498 918 4 3 1,809 20 6,353 11,115 2,252 22,972

Total 15,037 16,691 11,997 545 807 19,037 2,456 7,820 11,122 3,825 89,338
* Includes annual horticulture crops such as melons, mushrooms and strawberries. Some of this land may be temporarily bare between crop rotations.
** Assumes 30% of intensive animal properties (as mapped in land use mapping) are irrigated. Horses, feedlots, chicken properties, piggeries etc. 
*** Includes seed production, maize, cotton, sugar cane, chia, chickpeas etc.        
**** Includes nursery cereal crops on carrot and other horticultural properties in the Gingin and Harvey areas.       
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The following section provides summary information on the 10 
most valuable fruit industries in Western Australia. The details 
covered include:

•  Regional LGA distribution of production

•  Production tonnages (from mostly 2019–20 or 2020) 

•  The wholesale value of production

•  Individual fruit crops share, as a percentage of total fruit 
wholesale value. 

•  Wholesale price used in the assessment

•  Trends in production (from 2015–16) and wholesale value 
wherever available. Values converted to real value, being 
adjusted for inflation

•  Where crops are exported – export quantity, value, and  
price in 2020

•  Compound annual growth in export value (CAGR) 
converted to real value, being adjusted for inflation 

•  Where crops are exported – individual fruit crops share as a 
percentage of total fruit exports by value

•  Where crops are exported – exports as a proportion of total 
production value by crop 

•  Major export destinations

The industries covered are avocado, wine grapes (export 
details are for wine as WA does not export wine grapes), 
apples, olives, strawberries, table grapes, blueberries, 
bananas, oranges and mandarins. 

Appendix F 
Volume and value of production 
for fruit crops 
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Others
$30.2m
4,836 t

15%

Manjimup
$134.8m
21,600 t
67%

Wanneroo
$4.0m
645 t
2%

Busselton
$32.2m
5,158 t
16%

Avocado industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data Infocado 2019–20
Production 2019–20 (t) 32,239
Production in 2015–16 (t) 24,959
Growth in production 29.2%
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 201
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 202
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) -0.6%
Share of avocados in total fruit wholesale value 31.5%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 6,240
Export quantity (t) 449
Export value ($m) 4.1
Export price ($/t) 9,198 (FOB)
Avocado exports as a percentage of total fruit export value 8.5%
Percentage of avocado crop exported (of total production) 1.4%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 9%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 9%
Major export destinations Malaysia (52%), Hong Kong 

(23%), Singapore (23%)

Comments

Avocado production is increasing rapidly, as there are many young plantings coming  
in to production
Per capita production of avocados has increased, it is currently at 3.88 kg/person/year
Avocado prices (from Canning Vale markets) declined significantly in the beginning of 
2022, averaging at $3,310/t in February, compared to $7,050/t in February 2020.

Figure F1. Avocado industry in WA
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Swan
$2.3m

2,302 t
6%

Plantagenet
$5.5m

3,175 t
8%

Others
$25m

6,166 t
15%

Donnybrook
$2m

1,328 t
3%

Manjimup
$2.6m

1,713 t
4%

Busselton
$26.5m
13,236 t
32%

Albany
$0.65m
378t
1%

Augusta-Margaret River
$26.2m
13,094 t
32%

Wine grape industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs

Figure F2. Wine grape industry in WA

Snapshot and trends  
in production and exports
Source of production data Industry 

survey
Production 2020 (t) 41,391
Production in 2015–16 (t) 49,045
Growth in production -15.6%
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 75
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 62
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) 22.0%
Share of wine grapes in the total fruit  
wholesale value*

11.8%

Average farm gate price ($/t) 1,822
Export quantity of wine (million litres) 6.2
Export value ($m) 40.5
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) -16%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) -1%
Major export destinations China (26%), UK (24%),  

US (10%), Singapore (6%),  
Hong Kong (6%)

* In the wholesale market wine is traded, not wine grapes.  
Hence farm gate value of wine grapes is included here.

(Continued following page...)
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Wine grape industry in Western Australia (cont.)

Comments

The reduction in production quantity can be attributed to some degree from inclement weather conditions 
during the growing season impacting yield. There are also vineyards reworking low yielding blocks or low 
value varieties to more productive and valued varieties and clones, this process typically sees two years 
to return to commercial yields.
China implemented a tariff onto Australian bottled wine in late 2020 between 107% to 212%, effectively 
making this market unviable to Australian bottled wine exporters. The WA wine industry had invested in 
this market and has seen positive growth to this point but fortuitously WA wine producers were not heavily 
reliant on the Chinese market and are now actively diverting resources to develop other high value 
markets such as the UK.
COVID-19 disruptions to international travel, tourism, consumer income and social distancing has 
impacted on-premise sales in domestic and international trade markets, which lead to less demand. 
Hence, exports were lower in 2020. In 2019, WA exported almost $59m worth of wines.
The industry is experiencing strong demand from both domestic market (off-premise and direct 
e-commerce) and other overseas markets which is encouraging for WA wine industry especially as 
COVID-19 restrictions ease.
The high value proposition of WA wines aligns well with the general trend of health conscious consumers 
drinking less wine by volume but purchasing higher value wines.
A dollar’s worth of harvested wine grapes increases its value by 10 times when it reaches the end 
consumer as bottled wine (Radhakrishnan 2010).
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Murray
$1.3m
559 t

2%

Manjimup
$39.4m
17,038 t
61%

Serpentine-Jarrahdale
$1.3m
559 t
2%

Armadale
$4.5m
1,955 t
7%

Donnybrook-
Balingup
$13.5m
5,865 t
21%

Kalamunda
$4.5m
1,955 t
7%

Apple industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data APC 2020
Production 2019–20 (t) 27,931
Production in 2015–16 (t) 27,651
Growth in production 1.0%
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 65
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 60
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) 7.2%
Share of apples in total fruit wholesale value 10%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 2,310
Export quantity (t) 82.5
Export value ($m) 0.4
Export price ($/t) 5,235 (FOB)
Apple exports as a percentage of total fruit export value 0.9%
Percentage of apple crop exported (of total production) 0.3%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 32%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) -10%
Major export destinations UAE (52%), Singapore (31%), 

Malaysia (15%)

Comments

99.7% of apples are consumed locally.
Apple exports, mainly BravoTM exports are growing to UAE, Thailand  
and Indonesia
Growers started replacing older varieties with newer varieties from 2016, 
which is reflected in the steady production volumes during the analysis 
period. Production is expected to increase in the next two years from the  
new plantings.

Figure F3. Apple industry in WA
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Wanneroo
$23.2m
3 716 t

43%

Waroona
$2.2m
346 t

4%

Chittering
$1.6m
259 t

3%

Gingin
$6m
954 t
11%

Others
$2m
311 t
4%

Manjimup
$2.4m
377 t
4%

Swan
$16.7m
2 679 t
31%

Strawberry industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data Australian Horticulture Statistics 

Handbook 2019–20
Production 2019–20 (t) 8,643
Production in 2015–16 (t) 10,512
Growth in production -17.8%
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 53
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 93
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) -41.7%
Share of strawberries in total fruit wholesale value 8.4%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 6,240
Export quantity (t) 2,610
Export value ($m) 19.5
Export price ($/t) 7,491 (FOB)
Strawberry exports as a percentage of total fruit export value 40%
Percentage of strawberries exported (of total production) 30%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 32%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) -10%
Major export destinations Thailand (32%), Singapore (26%), 

Malaysia (22%), UAE (9%), Qatar (3%)

Comments

Labour issues and trade disruptions affected the strawberry industry during COVID-19 period.  
Strawberry exports were worth $27.08m in 2019.
Labour is still an ongoing issue in the industry.
Strawberry production utilising substrate production is increasing in the industry.
Strawberry producers growing in tabletop substrate systems* have significantly lower harvest 
labour requirements and generally higher pack-outs compared with traditional methods of growing.

* In tabletop substrate systems, strawberries are grown in a bagged substrate slab or a pot containing substrate that is 
suspended off the ground at a height that allows pickers to comfortably stand during harvest.

Figure F4. Strawberry 
industry in WA
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Others
$4m

3,391 t
7%

Gingin
$35m

31,491 t
65%

Brookton
$3m

2,907 t
6%

Cranbrook
$4m
3,876 t
8%

Dandaragan
$4.2m
3,810 t
8%

Donnybrook-Balingup
$3.2m
2,907 t
6%

Olive industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs

Figure F5. Olive industry in WA

Snapshot of production and exports
Source of production data Derived data, please see  

Table B3 for details
Production 2019–20 (t) 48,448
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 53
Share of olives in the total fruit wholesale value 8.4%
Average wholesale price ($/t)* 1,103
Major export destinations of olive oil Taiwan (65%), Malaysia (13%),  

China (9%), Germany (7%)

*Weighted average price of olives for oil and table olives.

Comments

The tendency for bienniel production leads to yield extremes in alternate years.
Olive yield varies from 50 kg/tree in a good year to 10 kg/tree in a poor year.
Competition from cheap imports affects the profitability of the industry.
Prices were good in 2020 because the pandemic affected production in competing 
countries.
The industry has plans to conduct a survey of growers, after which, better data will be 
available.
Most of the olives go for oil extraction. Olives for table olive production is assumed  
to be 2%.
WA is small exporter and net importer of olive oil.
Per capita consumption of olive oil is estimated at 2.1 kg/person. Imported oil comprises 
60%. (https://australianolives.com.au/australian-olive-oil-an-overview-2019/)
Per capita consumption of table olives is estimated at 0.8kg/ person, of which 80% is 
imported20.

https://australianolives.com.au/australian-olive-oil-an-overview-2019/
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Carnarvon
$13m

1,942 t
27%

Busselton
$1.7m
261 t

4%
Swan
$22m

3,456 t
46%

Dandaragan
$2.6m
402 t

5%

Donnybrook-Balingup
$0.5m
86 t
1%

Waroona
$6.6m
1,042 t
14%

Murray
$2.5m
387 t
5%

Others
$4.3m
691 t
8%

Harvey
$0.5m
86 t
1%

Table grape industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data APC 2020
Production 2020 (t) 7,443
Production in 2015–16 (t) 4,534
Growth in production 64.2%
Wholesale value 2020 ($m) 47
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 26
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) 81.0%
Share of table grapes in total fruit wholesale value 7.4%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 6,360
Export quantity (t) 1,165
Export value ($m) 10.2
Export price ($/t) 8,768 (FOB)
Table grape exports as a percentage of total fruit export value 21%
Percentage of table grapes exported (of total production) 15.7%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 157%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 270%
Major export destinations China (57%), Hong Kong (20%),  

Malaysia (7%), Vietnam (5%)

Figure F6. Table grape industry in WA (Continued following page...)
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Table grape industry in Western Australia (cont.)

Comments

WA table grape producers are transitioning away from older traditional varieties and planting new and  
high quality, globally preferred seedless varieties for supply into the domestic, eastern states and overseas 
markets. The major varieties grown are Sugrathirtyfive (AutumnCrisp®), IFG 68-175 (Sweet Celebration® Brand), 
IFG Six (Sweet Sapphire® Brand), IFG Ten (Sweet Globe® Brand)
The quality of WA table grapes is well appreciated in the export markets, as evidenced by the average export price 
of $8.77/kg, which is 116% higher than the average export price of the rest of Australia ($4.06/kg).
Prospects for the industry remain strong. WA is able to use climatic diversity to be able to produce fresh table 
grapes for almost 12 months of the year, with the new Broome production along with the traditional growing areas.
Proximity to markets in Asia is a significant advantage to producers in WA as the bulk of table grapes are exported 
by sea. Shorter travel time means product arrives quicker and fresher than our competitor’s.
The challenges faced by the industry includes the barriers to achieving consistent year on year yields in 
Carnarvon, lack of business scale in Swan Valley and the potential for supply from the Eastern states.
Identifying the areas of suitable climate, soil and access to suitable water for irrigation is critical to enable 
expansion of the industry. Also, research is needed to ensure consistent production in Carnarvon.
The Southern region managed to access sufficient labour during COVID-19 period, by accessing the Pacific 
Labour Scheme. Carnarvon experienced difficulties in accessing labour during COVID-19 period and it is still an 
ongoing issue there. Primary industries can’t compete with other industries who provide a higher rate per hour and 
other incentives such as accommodation and meal allowance.
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Manjimup
$3.7m
210 t
16%

Gingin
$9.7m
550 t
35%

Swan
$1.1m

60 t
4%

Albany
$0.7m
40 t
4%

Augusta- 
Margaret River
$0.5m
30 t
2%

Bunbury
$2.1m
120 t
9%

Dandaragan
$6.4m
362 t
25%

Esperance
$0.4m
20 t
2%

Blueberry industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs

Comments

Blueberry production is highly labour intensive, production was down in 
2020 due to labour shortages.
The industry is fairly integrated, with the large four growers making up 73% 
of the total area under production.
The industry is trialling mechanical harvesting to address the labour issue.
Rapid expansion is occuring in the industry.
WA is a net importer of blueberries. Imports are during the off-season.

Figure F7. Blueberry industry in WA

Snapshot and trends in production
Source of production data Derived data. Please see 

details in Table B3
Production 2020 (t) 1,440
Production in 2015–16 (t) 81
Growth in production 1,672%
Wholesale value 2020 ($m) 25.4
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 2.4
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) 937%
Share of blueberries in total fruit wholesale value 4.0%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 17,640
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Others
$0.2m
121 t

1%

Harvey
$2.7m

1,683 t
14%

Gingin
$1.5m
938 t

8% Dandaragan
$13.4m
8,224 t
68%

Swan
$0.2m
121 t
1%

Carnarvon
$0.1m
76 t
1%

Chittering
$1.4m
885 t
7%

Orange industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data ABS (2019–20)
Production 2020 (t) 12,144
Production in 2015–16 (t) 11,833
Growth in production 3.1%
Wholesale value 2019-20 ($m) 19.8
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 14
Growth in wholesale value after inflation 37.1%
Share of oranges in total fruit wholesale value 3.1%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 1,630
Export quantity (t) 3,658
Export value ($m) 5.7
Export price ($/t) 1,550 (FOB)
Orange exports as a percentage of total fruit export value 11.6%
Percentage of oranges exported (of total production) 30.1%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 41%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 29%
Major export destinations Japan (28%), China (23%),  

Vietnam (17%), Singapore (5%)

Figure F8. Orange industry in WA

(Continued following page...)
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Comments

Strong export performance in oranges nationally, with 34% growth between 2016  
and 2020.
The main exported varieties are navel oranges and the main export season is the second 
and third quarter (calendar year).
The major export destination is Japan closely followed by China.
Orange exports were affected by the COVID-19 disruptions with increase in labour, input 
and export costs. There was a 14% increase export value between 2019 and 2020.

Orange industry in Western Australia (cont.)

Production details of other citrus fruits
Fruit Production 

source
Production regions* Production 

quantity (t)
Production 
value ($m)

Average 
price ($/kg)

Grapefruit ABS 2015–16 Harvey (56%), Carnarvon (32%), Gingin (9%) 171 2.7 2.47

Lemon APC 2020 Gingin (57%), Harvey (18%), Kalamunda (11%),  
Armadale (6%), Manjimup (2%)

1,046 2.48 2.37

Lime ABS 2015–16 Manjimup (40%), Harvey (26%), Gingin (10%),  
Armadale (6%)

255 1.44 5.65

* Area of distribution is sourced from the industry.
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Banana industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production
Source of production data ABS (2019–20)
Production 2020 (t) 9,437
Production in 2015–16 (t) 4,151
Growth in production 127%
Wholesale value 2020 ($m) 19.63
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 8.1
Growth in wholesale value after inflation 142%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 2,080
Share of bananas in total fruit wholesale value 3.1%

Comments

The majority of bananas consumed in WA are supplied from Queensland.
In 2020, yield of banana industry was affected by severe labour shortage.  
Timely de-suckering was not possible.
Labour shortages are continuing. In some places, growers are bulldozing plants 
because of labour shortage.

Figure F9. Banana industry in WA

Wyndham- 
East Kimberley

$8.2m
3,934 t

42%

Derby-West Kimberley
$0.4m
189 t
2%

Carnarvon
$10.7m
5,126 t
54%

Halls Creek
$0.4m
189 t

2%
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Mandarin industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data ABS (2020)
Production 2020 (t) 5,111
Production in 2015–16 (t) 3,969
Growth in production 28.8%
Wholesale value 2020 ($m) 11.1
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 7.7
Growth in wholesale value after inflation 43.9%
Share of mandarins in total fruit wholesale value 1.7%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 2,180
Export quantity (t) 458
Export value ($m) 0.9
Export price ($/t) 1,877 (FOB)
Mandarin export as a percentage of total fruit export value 1.8%
Percentage of mandarins exported (of total production) 8.9%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 81%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 208%
Major export destinations UAE(13%), Saudi Arabia (12%),  

Oman (12%), Indonesia (10%)

Comments

Mandarin is the second biggest citrus industry in Western Australia, after oranges. 
Mandarin production is growing in WA, with a small volume exported overseas.
Production from Dandaragan is expected to increase in the coming years due to a 
large new planting, that has not reached full production yet.

Figure F10. Mandarin industry in WA

Moora
$3.9m

1,789 t
35%

Harvey
$3.7m

1,687 t
33%

Busselton
$0.3m
153 t

3%
Dandaragan
$1.9m
869 t
17%

Gingin
$1.3m
613 t
12%
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Information on the major vegetable industries in Western 
Australia is provided in the following pages. The aim was to 
include the top 10 industries; however, mushroom is excluded 
from the list as majority of production comes from one region, 
and there is no regional distribution of production. 

The details covered include:

•  Regional LGA distribution of production.

•  Current (mostly 2019–20 or 2020) production.

•  The wholesale value of production (year).

•  Wholesale price. 

•  Individual vegetable crop’s share, as a percentage, of total 
vegetable wholesale value.

•  Trends in production (from 2015–16) and wholesale value 

where available values converted to real value, being 
adjusted for inflation. 

•  Where crops are exported – export quantity, value, and 
price in 2020.

•  CAGR in export value converted to real value, being 
adjusted for inflation. 

•  Where crops are exported – individual vegetable crop’s 
share, as a percentage, of total vegetable export value. 

•  Major export destinations.

Data is provided for the following major industries; carrots, 
fresh potato, tomato, onions, broccoli, melons, cucumbers, 
lettuce and seed potato.

Appendix G 
Volume and value of production for 
vegetable crops 
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Harvey
$36.0m

40,169 t
30%

Dandaragan
$24.0m
26,779 t
20%

Gingin
$59.9m
66,948 t
50%

Carrot industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data APC 2020
Production 2020 (t) 133,895
Production in 2015–16 (t) 119,988
Growth in production 11.6%
Wholesale value 2020 ($m) 119.9
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 123.3
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) -2.8%
Share of carrots in total vegetable wholesale value 16.7%
Average wholesale price ($/t)* 895
Export quantity (t) 98,832
Export value ($m) 87.3
Export price ($/t) 883 (FOB)
Carrot exports as a percentage of total vegetable export value 73.6%
Percentage of carrot crop exported (of total production) 73.8%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 1%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 7%
Major export destinations UAE (29%), Saudi Arabia (21%), 

Malaysia (14%), Singapore (13%)

* Weighted average price of export and domestic markets.
Comments

Carrots are a highly mechanised and vertically integrated industry.
In Myalup (Shire of Harvey), the number of growers has reduced, but the existing growers have scaled up and become more efficient  
and more export focused.
There are issues with rotation. Nothing can be grown as a rotation crop at the scale of carrots. Some growers are growing onions,  
brassica and broccoli as rotation crops.
Some growers do not grow any rotation crops and keep fields fallow. However, then there are issues with close rotation of carrots.
Export market demand is strong.
Availability of suitable land and water is an issue affecting the expansion of production for some producers.

Figure G1. Carrot industry in WA
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Harvey
$23.2m
19,304 t
31%

Dandaragan
$6.0m
4,982 t
8%

Waroona
$3.0m
2,320 t
4%

Others
$7.2m

5,655 t
9%

Nannup
$6.9m

5,365 t
9%

Manjimup
$18.2m

14,203 t
23%

Busselton
$13.5m
11,209 t
18%

Ware and processing potato industries* in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports – ware potato
Source of production data Derived data, see Table B3 for details
Production 2019–20 (t) 63,037
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 80.7
Share of ware potatoes in total vegetable wholesale value 10.6%
Average wholesale price ($/t)** 1,211
Export quantity (t) 5,538
Export value ($m) 7.4
Export price ($/t) 1,329 (FOB)
Ware potato exports as a percentage of total vegetable 
export value

6.2%

Percentage of ware potato crop exported (of total 
production)

8.8%

CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 35%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 25%
Major export destinations Singapore(35%), Malaysia (28%),  

Hong Kong (19%), Qatar (6%), UAE (5%)

Figure G2. Ware and processing potato industries in WA (Continued following page...)

* Details on seed potato industry is given separately.
** Weighted average price of domestic and export markets.
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Ware and processing potato industries* in Western Australia 
(cont.)

* Details on seed potato industry is given separately.

Production details on processing potatoes
Production (t) 11,000

Wholesale value ($m) 4.3

Major production areas Manjimup (67%), Nannup (15%)

Comments

WA produces three types of potatoes; ware, seed and processing.
WA exports ware and seed potatoes, while processing is mainly for domestic use.
COVID-19 affected the processing industry especially, when restaurants and cafes were closed. Some of the local 
producers had to dump the product. However, there was a spike in demand afterwards, which the growers found 
hard to meet.
Growth prospects mainly lies in the opportunity for export of seed and ware potato. 
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Tomato industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production 
Source of production data APC (2020)

Production 2020 (t) 23,734

Production 2015–16 (t) 30,320

Growth in production -21.7%

Wholesale value 2020 ($m)* 60.3

Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 58.3

Growth in wholesale value excluding inflation 3.4%

Share of tomato in the total wholesale value of vegetables 8.4%

Average wholesale price ($/t) 2,540

* Weighted average price of different types of tomatoes.

Figure G3. Tomato industry in WA

Wanneroo
$25.9m

10,184 t
43%

Geraldton
$1.8m
712 t
3%

Carnarvon
$33m
12,817 t
53%
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Onion industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data ABS (2019–20)
Production 2020 (t) 41,339
Production in 2015–16 (t) 12,799
Growth in production 223%
Wholesale value 2019-20 ($m) 51.4
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 15.2
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) 239%
Share of onions in total vegetable wholesale value 7.2%
Average wholesale price ($/t)* 1,250
Export quantity (t) 8,175
Export value ($m) 6.65
Export price ($/t) 813 (FOB)
Onion exports as a percentage of total vegetable export value 5.6%
Percentage of onion crop exported (of total production) 19.8%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 9%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 60%
Major export destinations Taiwan (46%), UAE (13%),  

Qatar (10%), Singapore (7%),  
Hong Kong (7%)

* Weighted average price of different types of onions (brown, red, white, pickling, salad)  
and shallots. Weighted average price of domestic and export markets. 

Figure G4. Onion industry in WA

Others
$0.5m
413 t

1%

Gingin
$3.5m
2,894 t
7%

Harvey
$46.1m

38,032 t
92%

Comments

Export value was lower in 2020 than in 2019, due to COVID-19 disruptions.  
Total export value in 2019 was $9m.
Onion is a fast growing vegetable industry, in the backdrop of growing export demand.
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Broccoli industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports**
Source of production data Australian Horticulture Statistics  

Handbook 2019–20
Production 2019–20 (t) 11,695
Production in 2015–16 (t) 10,214
Growth in production 14%
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 41.3
Wholesale value 2015–16 in 2020 terms ($m) 34.4
Growth in wholesale value (excluding inflation) 20%
Share of broccoli in total vegetable wholesale value 5.8%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 3,530
Export quantity (t) 563.7
Export value ($m) 1.9
Export price ($/t) 3,317 (FOB)
Broccoli and cauliflower exports as a percentage of total 
vegetable export value

1.6%

Percentage of broccoli and cauliflower crops exported  
(of total production)

3.2%

CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) -21%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 8%
Major export destinations Singapore (89%), Malaysia (9%)

* Wanneroo figures are likely to be inflated as product grown in Gingin is recorded as being 
grown in Wannneroo.

** All exports and export related figures include broccoli and cauliflower.

Figure G5. Broccoli industry in WA

Wanneroo*
$18.2m
5,146 t

44%

Manjimup
$1.2m
351 t

3%

Dandaragan
$1.2m
351 t

3%
Gingin
$1.3m
363 t
3%

Harvey
$19.8m
5,614 t
48%
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Geraldton
$1.6m
1,242 t
5%

Others
$0.6m
487 t
2%

Broome
$3.4m
2,679 t
11%

Wyndham –
East Kimberley

$9.0m
7,062 t

29%

Wanneroo
$2.8m

2,198 t
9%

Waroona
$3.1m

2,435 t
10%

Carnarvon
$9.3m
8,261 t
34%

Melon industry* in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data Derived data, see Table B3 for details
Production (t) 24,353
Wholesale value ($m) 31.2
Share of melons in total vegetable wholesale value 4.3%
Average wholesale price ($/t) 6,160
Export quantity (t) 4,262
Export value ($m) 5.0
Export price ($/t) 1,352 (FOB)
Melon exports as a percentage of total vegetable export value 4.3%
Percentage of melon crop exported (of total production) 13%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 27%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 10%
Major export destinations Singapore (32%), UAE (30%),  

Japan (20%)

Figure G6. Melon industry in WA

* All production figures include winter melons, bitter melons, watermelons, rockmelons and  
honeydew melons.

 Melons are included under ‘fruits’ in HS code system. However, ABS include it under 
‘vegetables’.
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Carnarvon
$1.1m
380 t
3%

Wanneroo
$5.4m

1,838 t
17%

Geraldton
$19.4m
6,668 t
60%

Others
$6m

2,086 t
19%

Manjimup
$1.2m
749 t

4%

Donnybrook – 
Balingup
$1.3m
445 t
4%

Cucumber industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot of production
Source of production data Derived data, see Table B3 for details
Production (t) 11,113
Wholesale value ($m) 32.4
Average wholesale price ($/t)* 2,910
Share of cucumbers in total vegetable wholesale value 4.5%

*  Weighted average price of Continental and Lebanese cucumbers.
 80% of the total production is assumed to be Continental cucumbers.
 Lebanese cucumbers receive higher price than Continental cucumbers.

Figure G7. Cucumber industry in WA

Comments

Tunnel house production is the major form of production in Western Australia for 
cucumbers.
Continental cucumber forms about 80% and Lebanese cucumber, 20% of the total 
production.
Product is supplied to all of Australia from Geraldton.
Geraldton is expected to be the largest production region in Australia, with the  
planned expansion. (ABC Rural 2022.21)
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Others
$0.9m
542 t
3%

Manjimup
$0.3m
187 t
1%

Wanneroo*
$27.4m
16,506 t
88%

Cockburn
$0.9m
562 t

3%

Armadale
$0.6m
375 t

2%

Gingin
$1.1m
636 t
1%

Lettuce industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data ABS (2019–20)
Production 2019–20 (t) 18,733
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 31.1
Average wholesale price ($/t) 1,660
Share of lettuce in total vegetable wholesale value 4.3%
Export quantity (t) 394
Export value ($m) 1.0
Export price ($/t) 2,550 (FOB)
Lettuce exports as a percentage of total vegetable export value 0.8%
Percentage of lettuce crop exported (of total production 2.1%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 2%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 17%
Major export destinations Singapore (74%), Malaysia (25%)

Figure G8. Lettuce industry in WA

* Wanneroo figures are likely to be inflated as product grown in Gingin is recorded as being 
grown in Wannneroo.
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Seed potato industry in Western Australia

Major producing LGAs Snapshot and trends in production and exports
Source of production data Derived data, see Table B3 for details
Production 2019–20 (t) 21,887
Wholesale value 2019–20 ($m) 27.4
Average wholesale price ($/t)* 1,250
Share of seed potato in total vegetable wholesale value 3.8%
Export quantity (t) 2,838
Export value ($m) 3.4
Export price ($/t) 1,181 (FOB)
Seed potato exports as a percentage of total vegetable  
export value

2.8%

Percentage of seed potato crop exported (of total production) 13.0%
CAGR (2yrs) export value (excluding inflation) -20%
CAGR (5yrs) export value (excluding inflation) 109%
Major export destinations Indonesia(38%), Thailand (33%), 

Mauritius (17%), Vietnam (10%)

* Weighted average price of domestic and export markets.

Figure G9. Seed potato industry in WA

Manjimup
$9.8m

7,660 t
35%

Albany
$9.8m
7,660 t
35%

Busselton
$8.4m
6,566 t
30%

Comments

COVID-19 affected the industry in 2020, with exports down by 42% compared to  
the previous year.
In 2019, about $5.8m worth of seed potatoes were exported.
The CAGR trends may not give a true picture because of COVID-19 disruptions.
Exports bounced back in 2021, however the industry is still facing issues with 
shipping and labour shortage.
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Information on horticultural production for the eleven LGAs 
in Western Australia with the highest value of horticultural 
production is provided in the following pages. The details 
covered include:

•  Total value and share of production of major fruit and 
vegetable industries.

•  Details of horticulture in the selected LGA.

•  Importance of selected LGA in the State’s horticulture 
production.

Information is provided for the following LGAs; Manjimup, 
Wanneroo, Gingin, Harvey, Carnarvon, Busselton, 
Dandaragan, Donnybrook-Balingup, Swan, Kwinana and 
Wyndham-East Kimberley.

Appendix H 
Value of horticultural production from 
different Local Government Areas 
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – Shire of Manjimup

Total wholesale value of horticulture production = $237m

Horticulture in the Shire of Manjimup

The Shire of Manjimup produced $237m worth of fruit, vegetables,  
nuts and cut flower, nursery and turf products.
Fruit forms 79% of the total wholesale value of horticulture 
production from the Shire of Manjimup, vegetables 18% and  
others 3%.
The avocado industry forms 57% of the total value of horticulture 
production, and 72% of the total fruit production. Apples are the 
second major industry, forming 17% of the total wholesale value of 
horticulture production from the shire.
Fresh potatoes are the major vegetable industry, forming 7% of  
the total value of horticulture production and 40% of the total 
vegetable production.

Role of Shire of Manjimup in the state’s horticulture 
production

The Shire of Manjimup is the highest value shire accounting for 
15.8% of the state’s horticulture production.
The Shire of Manjimup produces 29% of the state’s wholesale 
value of fruit and 6% of state’s wholesale value of vegetables.
The Shire of Manjimup produces 67% of the state’s avocados, 
kiwifruit and processing potatoes and 61% of the state’s apples  
and 35% of the seed potatoes.

Plums
$1.6m  
530 t  
1%

Pears
$1.5m
803 t

1%
Other vegetables

$1.5 
1%

Other fruits
$3.7m

2%
Lettuce

$0.3m 
187 t 
0.5%Kiwifruit

$1.2m 
257 t

1%

English spinach
$1.3m 
224 t

1%

Fresh potatoes
$18.2m

14,203 t 
8%

Avocados
$134.8m
21,600 t
57%

Broccoli
$1.2m 
351 t  
1%

Cabbages
$1.4m 

2,163 t
1%

Cauliflowers
$3.2m 

2,051 t
1%

Cut flowers, 
nurseries and 

cultivated 
turf

$6.6m
3%

Apples
$39.4m 
17,038 t
17%

Wine grapes
$2.6m 
1,712 t  
1%

Truffles
$2.6m 
7 t
1%

Strawberries
$2.4m
377 t  
1%

Processing potatoes
$2.9m
7,360 t  
1%

Seed potatoes
$9.8m
7,660 t  
4%

Figure H1. Value of horticulture production in the 
Shire of Manjimup
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – City of Wanneroo

Horticulture in the City of Wanneroo

The City of Wanneroo produced $175m worth of 
fruit, vegetables and cut flower, nursery and turf 
products.
Fruit forms 15% of the total wholesale value 
of production from the Shire of Wanneroo, 
vegetables 72% and cut flower, nurseries and 
turf,13%.
Lettuce has the highest share in the wholesale 
value of horticulture production with 16% 
contribution.
Tomatoes (15%), cut flowers, nurseries and turf 
industries (13%), strawberries (13%) and broccoli 
(10%) are other major industries.

Role of the City of Wanneroo in the 
State’s horticulture production

The City of Wanneroo is the second highest 
value LGA accounting for 11.7% of the State’s 
horticulture production.
The City of Wanneroo comprises 4% of the 
State’s wholesale value of fruit and 18% of 
State’s wholesale value of vegetables.
The City of Wanneroo is a major producer of 
strawberries and different vegetables as shown 
in the table on the following page.

Tomatoes
$25.9m 

10,184 t
15%

Strawberries
$23.2m 
3,716 t

13%

Spring onions
$2.9m 

1,383 t
2%

English spinach
$8.1m 

1,359 t
5%

Snow peas
$1.5m 
207 t

1%

Silverbeet
$1.3m 
584 t

1%

Pumpkins
$1.1m 
932 t 

1%

Other 
vegetables

$3.3m
2%

Cut flowers, nurseries and turf
$22.3m
13%

Kale
$1.6m 
566 t
1%

Lettuce
$27.4m 
16,506 t
16%

Melons
$2.8m 
2,198 t
2%

Broccoli
$18.2m 
5,146 t
10%

Broccolini
$2.0m 
297 t
1%

Brussel sprouts
$6.4m 
1,235 t
4%

Cabbage
$1.7m 
2,627 t
1%

Capsicum
$1.8m 
557 t
1%

Cucumbers
$5.4m 
1,838 t
3%

Beans
$1.3m 
232 t
1%

Babyleaf  
– all varieties
$7.3m 
818 t
4%

Avocado
$4.0m 
645 t
2%

(Continued following page...)

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $175mFigure H2. Value of horticulture production in the City of Wanneroo
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City of Wanneroo’s share in the State’s production of different horticulture industries
Broccoli 44%
Broccolini 35%
Brussel sprouts 84%
Cabbage 22%
Celery 57%
Cucumber 17%
Lettuce 88%
Spinach 56%
Strawberries 43%
Tomatoes 43%
Cut flowers 19%
Baby leaf – all varieties 36%

Comments

The Wanneroo Local Government Area produces higher value crops such as tomatoes, strawberries  
and nursery crops. The value of production figures for Wanneroo may be inflated as crops grown in 
other areas have a business address in Wanneroo and may be reported as grown in the Wanneroo 
LGA. There are 1671 ha of horticulture in Wanneroo of which 586 ha are located in East Wanneroo. 
Land use and water availability constraints may reduce the future volume of horticultural production 
in the Wanneroo LGA. The East Wanneroo area is zoned deferred urban so this area may not be 
producing horticultural crops in the future. The North Wanneroo area has a groundwater allocation of 
9.9 GL/annum. The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation will reduce water allocations to 
growers in the North Wanneroo area by 10% in 2028.
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – Shire of Gingin

Horticulture in the Shire of Gingin

The Shire of Gingin produced $153m worth of 
fruit, vegetables and cut flowers, nursery and turf 
products.
Fruit forms 38% of the total wholesale value of 
horticulture production from the Shire of Gingin, 
vegetables 60% and others 2%.
Carrots are the largest industry, forming 40% of 
the total wholesale value of horticulture production 
and 67% of the total vegetable production from 
the shire. The olive industry forms 25% of the total 
value of horticulture production, and 66% of the 
total fruit production from the Shire of Gingin.

Role of the Shire of Gingin in the state’s 
horticulture production

The Shire of Gingin is the third highest value 
shire accounting for 10.2% of the State’s 
horticulture production.
The Shire of Gingin has a share of 9% of the 
state’s wholesale value of fruit and 13% of 
state’s wholesale value of vegetables.
The Shire of Gingin produced 65% of the state’s 
olives, 50% of the carrots, 40% of the sweet 
corns and 38% of the blueberries.

Olives
$35m 

31,491 t
22.8%

Mandarins
$1.3m
616 t
0.9%

Lettuce
$1.1m 
636 t 
0.7%

Ware potatoes 
$2.9m 

2,381 t
1.9%

English 
spinach

$3.4m
570 t
2.2%

Cut flowers
$4.2m
2.8%

Carrots
$60m 
66,948 t
39.3%

Cauliflowers
$2.7m 
1,773 t
1.8%

Strawberries
$6.0m 
954 t
3.9%

Blueberries
$8.8m 
501 t
6.4%

Babyleaf 
$5.2m 
578 t
3.4%

Other vegetables
$10.7m
6.5%

Other leaf varieties*
$3.0m
1.9%

Other fruits
$3.46m
2.3%

Oranges
$1.53m 
938t
1%

Onions
$3.6m 

2,894 t
2%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = 153m

Figure H3. Value of horticulture production in the Shire of Gingin
* Some of the leafy vegetable crops grown in Gingin are reported as being grown in Wanneroo.  

Consequently, the Gingin figure is likely to be under estimated for these crops.
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – Shire of Harvey

Horticulture in the Shire of Harvey

The Shire of Harvey produced $147m worth of fruit, 
vegetables, nuts and cut flower,nursery and turf 
products.
Fruit forms 5% of the total wholesale value of 
horticulture production from the Shire of Harvey, 
vegetables 95%. Nuts, cut flowers and nursery 
production is negligible.
The onion industry forms 32% of the total wholesale 
value of horticulture production and 34% of the 
total vegetable production from the Shire of Harvey. 
Carrots are the second major industry, forming 24% 
of the total wholesale value of horticulture production 
from the shire, followed by ware potato (16%) and 
broccoli (13%).

Role of the Shire of Harvey in the state’s 
horticulture production

The Shire of Harvey is the fourth highest value 
shire accounting for 9.8% of the state’s horticulture 
production.
The Shire of Harvey comprises 20% of the state’s 
wholesale value of vegetables.
The Shire of Harvey produces 92% of the state’s 
onions, 48% of the broccoli, 33% of the mandarins, 
31% of the ware potatoes and 30% of the carrots.

Oranges
$2.7m 

1,683 t
1.9%

Melons
$0.9m 
706 t
0.6%

Onions
$46.1m 

38,032 t
32.2%

Mandarins
$3.7m 

1,687 t
2.5%

Ware potatoes
$23.2m 
19,304 t
15.8%

Cauliflowers
$1.8m 
1,164 t
1.2%Lettuce

$0.3m 
187 t
0.2%

Carrots
$36m 
40,169 t
24.5%

Broccolini 
$3.5m 
523 t
2.4%

Babyleaf 
$4.7m 
523 t
3.2%

Broccoli 
$19.8m 
5,614 t
13.5%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $147mFigure H4. Value of horticulture production in the Shire of Harvey
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – Shire of Carnarvon

Horticulture in the Shire of Carnarvon

The Shire of Carnarvon produced $113m worth  
of fruit, vegetables and cut flowers, nursery and 
turf products.
Fruit forms 27% of the total wholesale value of 
horticulture production from the Shire of Carnarvon 
and vegetables 72%. Cut flowers and nursery 
production is negligible.
No single industry form more than 50% of the total 
value. Tomato is the biggest industry, with 28% of 
the total wholesale value of horticulture production 
from the shire.

Role of the Shire of Carnarvon in the 
state’s horticulture production

The Shire of Carnarvon is the fifth highest 
value shire accounting for 7.5% of the state’s 
horticulture production.
The Shire of Carnarvon comprises 4% of the 
state’s wholesale value of fruit and 11% of the 
wholesale value of vegetables.
During the analysis period the Shire of Carnarvon 
produced 58% of the state’s mangoes, 48% of 
tomato, 46% of banana, 45% of capsicum, 35% 
of grapefruit and 26% of table grapes.

Pumpkins
$2.4m 

2,094 t
2.1%

Pawpaw
$2.2m 
784 t
1.9%

Okra
$1.4m 
264 t
1.2%

Table grapes
$13.1m 
1,942 t
11.6%

Mangoes
$4.5m 

1,309 t
4.0%

Cucumbers
$1.1m 
380 t
1.0%

Other 
vegetables

$3.8m
3.4%

Other fruit
$0.7m
0.7%

Bananas
$10.7m 
5,126 t
9.1%

Capsicums
$13.4m 
3,653 t
11.9%

Chillis
$3.6m 
555 t
3.2%

Basil 
$2.4m 
217 t
2.1%

Beans 
$2.0m 
258 t
1.8%

Eggplants 
$6.5m 
643 t
5.7%

Melons
$9.3m 
8,261 t
8.3%

Zucchini
$3.2m 
1,712 t
2.9%

Tomatoes – roma
$3.2m 

1,431 t
2.8%

Tomatoes – cherry
$11.6m 
2,152 t
10.3%

Tomatoes
$17.7m 
7,526 t
15.7%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $113mFigure H5. Value of horticulture production in the Shire of Carnarvon
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – City of Busselton

Horticulture in the City of Busselton

The City of Busselton produced $93m worth of fruit, 
vegetables and cut flower, nursery and turf products.
Fruit forms 68% of the total wholesale value of 
production from the Shire of Busselton, vegetables 
24% and cut flowers, nurseries and cultivated turf, 
8%.
Avocado is the biggest industry forming 35% of the 
total value of horticulture production from the area, 
followed by wine grapes (29%) and fresh potato 
(15%).

Role of the City of Busselton in the state’s 
horticulture production

The City of Busselton is the sixth highest value 
LGA accounting for 6.2% of the state’s horticulture 
production.
The City of Busselton comprises 10% of the State’s 
wholesale value of fruit and 3% of the state’s 
wholesale value of vegetables.
The City of Busselton produced 32% of the state’s 
wine grapes, 18% of the fresh potatoes, 16% of the 
avocados and 9% of the table grapes.

Seed potatoes
$8.4m 

6,566 t
9%

Cut flowers, 
nurseries and 
cultivated turf

$6.8m
7%

Avocados
$32.2m 
5,158 t

35%

Wine grapes
$26.5m 
13,236 t
29%

Other vegetables 
$0.7m
1%

Other fruits 
$3m
3%

Ware potatoes 
$13.5m 
11,209 t
15%

Table grapes
$1.7m 
261 t

2%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $93mFigure H6. Value of horticulture production in the City of Busselton
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – Shire of Dandaragan

Horticulture in the Shire of Dandaragan

The Shire of Dandaragan produced $77m worth 
of fruit, vegetables and cut flower, nursery and  
turf products.
Fruit forms 40% of the total wholesale value 
of production from the Shire of Dandaragan, 
vegetables 51% and cut flowers, nurseries and 
turf 9%.
The carrot industry comprises 32% of the total 
value of horticulture production and oranges 
17%.

Role of the Shire of Dandaragan in the 
state’s horticulture production

The Shire of Dandaragan is the seventh highest 
value shire accounting for 5.2% of the state’s 
horticulture production.
The Shire of Dandaragan comprises 5% of the 
State’s wholesale value of fruit and vegetables.
The Shire produced 68% of the state’s oranges, 
34% of the cauliflower, around 25% of the 
cabbage and blueberries and 20% of the 
carrots.

Mangoes
$1.9m 
460 t

2%

Olives
$4.2m 

3,810 t
5%

Mandarins
$1.9m 
869 t

3%

Cauliflowers
$5.7m 
3,710 t
7%Cut flowers, nurseries and turf

$6.8m
9% Ware potatoes

$6.0m 
4,982 t
8%

Carrots
$24.0m 
26,779 t
31%

Cabbages
$2.0m 
3,062 t
2%

Blueberries
$6.4m 
362 t
8%

Wine grapes
$1.0m 
1,050 t
1%

Other vegetables
$0.8m

1%

Other fruits
$4.5m

5%
Oranges

$13.4m 
8,224 t

17%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $77mFigure H7. Value of horticulture production in the Shire of Dandaragan
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – City of Swan

Horticulture in the City of Swan

City of Swan produced $53m worth of fruit,  
vegetables and cut flower nursery and turf products.
Fruit forms 78% of the total wholesale value of 
production from the City of Swan, vegetables 3%  
and cut flowers, nurseries and turf 18%.
Table grape is the biggest industry forming 41% of 
the total value of horticulture production from the 
area, followed by strawberries (31%).

Role of the City of Swan in the state’s 
horticulture production

The City of Swan is the eighth highest value LGA 
accounting for 4% of the wholesale value of state’s 
horticulture production.
The City of Swan comprises 7% of the state’s 
wholesale value of fruit and 8% cut flowers, 
nurseries and cultivated turf.
The City of Swan produced 46% of the state’s table 
grapes, 31% of the strawberries and 4% of the 
blueberries.

Table grapes
$22.0m 
3,456 t
41.2%

Strawberries
$16.7m
2,679 t
31.3%

Wine grapes 
$2.3m 
2,302 t
4.3%

Other fruits 
$0.2m
0.4%

Blueberries 
$1.1m 
60 t
2.0%

Cut flowers, 
nurseries and turf 
$9.6m
18.0%

Vegetables
$1.5m
2.8%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $53m

Figure H8. Value of horticulture production in the City of Swan
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – Shire of Donnybrook-Balingup

Horticulture in the Shire of  
Donnybrook-Balingup

The Shire of Donnybrook-Balingup produced 
about $48m worth of fruit, vegetables and cut 
flower,nursery and turf products.
Fruit forms 89% of the total wholesale value of 
production from this shire, vegetables 7% and  
cut flowers, nurseries and turf 4%.
Pear is the biggest industry forming 42% of the 
total value of horticulture production from the area, 
followed by apples (28%).

Role of the Shire of Donnybrook-Balingup 
in the state’s horticulture production

The Shire of Donnybrook-Balingup is the ninth 
highest value shire accounting for 3.2% of the 
state’s horticulture production.
The Shire of Donnybrook-Balingup comprises 7% 
of the state’s wholesale value of fruit.
This shire produced 54% of the state’s pears, 
21% of the apples, 20% of the apricots, 9% of the 
nectarines and 7% of the plums.

Pears
$20.0m 
2,633 t

42%

Cut flowers, nurseries 
and turf

$1.7m
4%

Avocados
$1.1m 
177 t
2% Cucumbers

$1.3m 
445 t
2%

Apples
$13.5m 
5,865 t
28%

Wine grapes
$2.0m 
1,328 t
4%

Other vegetables
$0.5m
1%

Other fruits
$2.2m
5%

Olives
$3.2m 
2,907 t
7%

Pumpkins
$1.9m 

1,652 t
4%

Plums
$0.6m 
185 t

1%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $48m

Figure H9. Value of horticulture production in the Shire of 
Donnybrook-Balingup
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – City of Kwinana

Horticulture in the City of Kwinana

The City of Kwinana produced $42m worth of fruits 
and vegetables.
Mushrooms form about 83% of the total value of 
fruits and vegetables from the City of Kwinana. 
Costa farms, which produces around 95% of WA’s 
mushrooms is located in Casuarina which is in the 
City of Kwinana.

Role of the City of Kwinana in the state’s 
horticulture production

The City of Kwinana is the tenth highest value 
LGA accounting for 2.8% of the state’s horticulture 
production.
The City of Kwinana comprises 6% of the state’s 
wholesale value of vegetables.
Mushrooms form 84% and celery 7% of the total 
wholesale value of vegetables from the City of 
Kwinana. 36% of the state’s celery production is 
from the City of Kwinana.

Mushrooms
$35.5m 
6,063 t

83%

Cabbages 
$0.9m 
1,473 t
2%

Carrots 
$0.3m 
290 t
1%Celery 

$2.9m 
3,254 t
7%

Beans 
$0.3m 
58 t
1%

Lettuces 
$0.6m 
359 t
1%

Cucumbers 
$0.5m 
158 t
1%

Parsnips
$0.3m 

78 t
1%

Radish
$0.4m 
245 t

1%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $42m

Figure H10. Value of horticulture production in the City of Kwinana
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Volume and value ($m) of horticulture production – 
Shire of Wyndham-East Kimberley

Horticulture in the Shire of Wyndham-East 
Kimberley

The Shire of Wyndham–East Kimberley produced $37m 
worth of fruit and vegetable products.
Fruit forms 29% of the total wholesale value of production 
from this shire and vegetables 66%.
Pumpkin is the biggest industry forming 37% of the total 
value of horticulture production from the area, followed  
by melons (20%).

Role of the Shire of Wyndham-East Kimberley 
in the state’s horticulture production

The Shire of Wyndham-East Kimberley is the eleventh 
highest value shire accounting for 2.5% of the 
wholesale value of state’s horticulture production.
The Shire of Wyndham-East Kimberley comprises 2% 
of the state’s wholesale value of fruit and 3% of the 
wholesale value of vegetables.
This Shire produced 61% of the state’s pumpkins, 
42% of the banana, 29% of the melons and 13% of the 
mangoes. However, in a usual year, a higher share of 
mango production comes from this area. In 2020, high 
temperature affected the production adversely.

Melons
$9m
7,062 t
24%

Beans 
$3.1m 
540 t
8%

Bananas 
$8.2m 
3 934 t
22%

Mangoes 
$1.2m 
303 t
3%

Cut flowers, 
nurseries and turf 

$1.7m
5%

Pumpkins
$14.1m 

12,471 t
38%

Total wholesale value of horticulture 
production = $37m

Figure H11. Value of horticulture production in the Shire of 
Wyndham-East Kimberley
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Table H1 provides information for the Regional Development Commissions on the importance of horticulture to their region. 

Table H1. Horticultural production by Regional Development Commission and LGA
Regional Development Commission LGA Value ($m) Sub total
Kimberley Development Commission 53.5

Wyndham–East Kimberley 37.4
Broome 16.2

Perth Metropolitan Development Commission 305.1
Kalamunda 18.88
Wanneroo 174.9  
Swan 53.4
Kwinana 42.5
Armadale 15.3

Gascoyne Development Commission Carnarvon 112.6 112.6
Mid-West Development Commission 24.4

Greater Geraldton 24.4
Southwest Development Commission 591.4

Augusta–Margaret River 31.5
Busselton 92.3  
Donnybrook- Balingup 47.6  
Harvey 147.1  
Manjimup 236.9  
Nannup 35.7

Wheatbelt Development Commission 262.1 
Chittering 28.6
Dandaragan 77.3  
Gingin 156.1
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Appendix I   Values explained 

Wholesale value ($2,000/t)Farm gate value ($1,750/t)

Wholesale value/ gross valueFarm gate value / local value

Values at different points of sale* (numbers are for illustration purpose only)

Meaning 
Value at wholesale level

Meaning 
Value at the farm gate before the product  
leaves the farm irrespective of destination

*A very simple explanation is provided here. In reality the role of different entities can be more complicated than this. For example, sometimes 
wholesaler does the packing, ripening etc, in which case the cost of that also is included. Similarly, a processor may be involved in the supply chain. 
The assumption here is growers pack the produce before it leaves the farm, which is not the case always, even though some farmers do that.

How to calculate
Wholesale price x quantity at wholesaleHow to calculate

Farm gate price (price received by  
farmer at the location of the farm)  

x marketable quantity
What is included

Farm gate value + cost of transport to the 
wholesaler + market agent’s commission for 

handling the produce)What is included
Cost of production + farmer’s gross profit

+ transport 
and 

commission

(Continued 
following 
page...)
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Final sale value ($1,000 + $2,000 + $650 + $625 = $4,250)

Final sale value

Values at different points of sale (cont.)* (numbers are for illustration purpose only)

Meaning 
Value of final consumption for domestically consumed product and value  
within the State border for the exported and interstate supplied product.

For simplicity, the product is assumed to be equally distributed between four retail avenues.  
This may not be true in reality.

How to calculate
Final sale value at retail (like supermarkets) +final sale value of food industry 

+ sale value at export + sale value at the inter state border.

What is included
Wholesale value, transport cost, storage and handling costs including  

food transformation if any, profit of respective entities

+ transport, 
storage and 

handling, and 
margins

Retail industry 
(0.25t @ $4,000/t 

= $1,000)

Food industry 
(0.25t @ $8,000/t 

= $2,000)

Exports 
(0.25t @ $2,500/t 

= $625)

Interstate supply 
(0.25t @ $2,500/t 

= $625)
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Why purchased inputs are not a direct contribution to the economy?
Inclusion of purchased inputs can lead to double counting, when GDP is calculated. For example, a wine bottle 
is a purchased input for a winery. The wine bottle is the output from bottle industry, and hence will be included in 
the contribution of bottle industry. If we include the total value of a wine bottle as the contribution of wine industry, 
then we will be including the value of that bottle again, which already claimed by bottle industry. Hence, the values 
which can be directly attributed to wine industry – such as the payment to labour, rent for the land, interest of the 
capital and profit for the wine maker are counted as the direct contribution. The price of a bottle of wine includes 
these direct contributions plus purchased inputs such as grapes, bottles, cartons etc. The value of purchased 
inputs are an indirect contribution because the existence of winery is the reason for creation of demand for them.

This concept is illustrated in the figure on the following page.

Value added – direct contribution to the economy
Value added is the sum of contributions of factors of production (land, labour, capital 
and management)
That is sum of rent, wage, interest and profit.

Sale value – Total contribution (direct and indirect) to the economy
Sale value = Value added (direct contribution) + purchased inputs (indirect contribution)

Direct and indirect contribution to the economy

(Continued 
following 
page...)
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Purchased inputs – (indirect contribution to the economy)
•  Bottle 

•  Carton for packing 

•  Labels 

•  Grapes etc 

Value added – (direct contribution to the economy)
•  Wages paid to the labour 

•  Interest for capital (investment) 

•  Rent for the land

•  Profit made by the winery

Direct and indirect contribution to the economy (cont.)

Example: Value of a wine bottle at the winery level
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Different approaches were used for different industries to 
estimate the final value of horticulture. For wine, olive and 
processing potato, separate analysis is conducted as follows.

Wine industry
The value chain model, updated in 2014, was partially 
updated to obtain the final sale value. Export figures in the 
model were updated using the 2020 export data (Source: 
Global Trade Atlas). Retail and eastern state supply prices 
were converted to 2020 terms using CPI for alcoholic drinks in 
Perth. The share of export in total production has increased to 
17%, which is adjusted with supply to the Eastern States.

Olive industry
The following approach (see Table J1) is taken to estimate  
the final sale value of olives as olive oil (98%) and table  
olives (2%).

Appendix J 
Calculation of final sale value in different 
horticultural industries 
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Table J1. Final value of the olive industry
Unit Source

Olive production in WA (tonnes) Tonnes 48,448 This report
Olive used for oil production Tonnes 47,479 This report
Olive fruits required to produce 1 litre of oil Tonnes 5 Taking the mystery out of olive oil22

Amount of olive oil produced ‘000 litres 9,306  
(2% wastage assumed)

Calculated

Price of olive oil at retail $/litre 13  
($52 for 4 litres) 

Chapman River23

Final sale value of olive oil $m 120.98 Calculated
Amount of olive used for table olive Tonnes 969 Calculated
Retail price of table olives $/kg 16.67  

($100 for 6 kg)
Great Southern Groves24

Final sale value of table olives $m 16.15 Calculated
Final sale value of olives (oil + table olives) $m $137.13 Calculated
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Processing potatoes
For processing potatoes, 70% of the product is assumed to 
go to retail stores and 30% to the food industries. Half (50%) 
of the product is expected to go to waste after processing. 
However, oil absorption can lead to a 24% increase in weight. 
These assumptions are considered while the final sale value 
is calculated (Source: previous value chain models).

Other fruits and vegetables
The following approach is taken for other sets of fruits and 
vegetables.

For exported products, the distribution of the product between 
domestic and export markets is estimated using the export 
statistics (Source: Global Trade Atlas). Apart from those 
industries where eastern states form a reasonably sized 
market (avocados, wine and strawberries); supplies to the 
eastern states are mostly ignored, except for carrots. For 
carrots, production after exports is divided equally between 
WA and eastern state consumption.

For the domestically consumed product, minimum wastage  
of 5% is assumed in the retail sector across the industries.  
For highly perishable products, such as strawberries, 
blueberries and tomatoes, a wastage of 10% is assumed at 
the retail level.

A proportion of every product is assumed to be sold to the 
food industry. This percentage share varies between different 
industries based on the type of product.

Table J2 gives the percentage of different industries going 
through the food industry and wastage at the retail level.

The retail sector is assumed to have a markup of 50–75%. 
Mark up is assumed to vary with the wastage. A mark up of 
75% is assumed for industries where wastage is higher (like 
strawberries) and a lesser mark up of 60% is assumed for 
industries where percentage wastage is lower. Most of these 
assumptions are drawn from previous value chain models.

For the exported product, Free on Board (FOB) price is used 
to estimate the value of exports. For the product supplied to 
eastern states, FOB price is taken as a proxy to estimate the 
value of eastern state supply.

For cut flowers, a markup of 250% is assumed (Source: 
previous value chain model). To account for the high level of 
wastage at the florist, only 70% of the total value is taken into 
account. For nurseries and cultivated turf, only 20% markup is 
assumed.

For nuts, Coles online price is used to get the final sale value.
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Table J2. Share of food industry and wastage at retail level
% to the food 
industry

% wastage at the 
retail level

Avocados 3% 5%
Strawberries and blueberries 2% 10%
All other fruit 2% 5%
Baby leaves and English spinach 5% 5%
Ware potatoes 5% 5%
Tomatoes 3% 10%
Onions 3% 5%
Carrots, broccoli, mushrooms, cucumbers, lettuce and cauliflowers 2% 5%
All other vegetables 1% 5%
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The calculation is given in Table K1.

Appendix K 
Average monthly consumption of  
table grapes in WA 

Table K1. Calculation of average monthly consumption of table grapes
Particulars Tonnes

Grape production 7,443
Grape imports in quarters 1, 2 and 4 (calendar year) 650
Grape import in quarter 3 994
Grape export in quarters 1, 2 and 4 2,331
Grapes available for consumption in quarters 1,2 and 4 5,762
Average monthly consumption in quarters 1, 2 and 4 640
Average monthly consumption in quarter 3 331
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There is limited processing of horticultural crops in WA, the 
major exceptions to this are wine grapes, olives for oil and 
processed potatoes (French fries). Wines WA indicates that 
the wine industry generates 6,000 direct jobs in WA across the 
value chain with an additional 9,180 indirect (services to wine 
producers, accommodation, transport etc.) 

There is a significant Government funded push into value 
adding in WA, with a $16.8m value-added fund and a $10m 
plus dollar investment in the Peel Food Innovation precinct.

Processing of horticultural crops has declined in WA and 
Australia for various reasons, mainly because of a lack of 
competitiveness (lack of scale, geographical separation and 
short supply window throughout the year) with overseas 
producers or processors. DPIRD is trying to identify  

WA-produced horticulture crops where Western Australia 
may be able to compete with imports to replace them in the 
market. With consumers preference for locally grown fruit and 
vegetables increasing, supported by initiatives such as Buy 
West Eat Best, an opportunity may exist to replace a portion 
of imported frozen fruit and vegetables where local production 
can compete with imported products.    

DPIRD has looked at the cost of production and import prices 
and identified opportunities to produce frozen products from 
local crops. WA can target value-adding opportunities that 
may be sustainable at industry level. 

Appendix L 
Processing in horticulture 
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